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Abstract
Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) has been talked about since the introduction of fiber
in the 1970s. It is nowadays shaping up to be the foundation of our new digital society,
bringing economic prosperity and a multitude of business, social, and entertainment
opportunities to its users. The increased consumer demand for high-speed network
accessibility is being taken more and more seriously and a fiber-based network is able
to cope with these growing demands due to its wide bandwidth and reliability. Today
there is a practical need for quantitative analysis regarding the socio-economic
impacts of fiber-based access networks. This analysis could be used as an
indicator/reference for all the stakeholder entities as they consider future investments
and developments. Sweden is a suitable target country for this analysis since it has
adopted fiber for some years and the benefits that FTTH has brought seem to already
be tangible.
The primary value of this thesis lies in investigation of its quantified evidence of
the socio-economic impacts of FTTH deployment in Sweden. This has been achieved
based on data from the Swedish Post and Telecommunications Authority (PTS),
Statistics Sweden (SCB), previous related studies, and information collected on-line
from operators involved in the fiber market, along with empirical analysis based on
multivariate regression models.
The results of the study show that fiber penetration has had a significant impact
on the population’s evolution, specially the net amount of migration into a
municipality, which indicates the attractiveness of municipalities per se. It is therefore
reasonable to suggest that local government and local authorities take fiber
deployment into consideration, if they want to attract people to stay for further local
development. The study also analyzed the competition in fiber-based open networks
and the prices of subscribing for 10/10 Mbps symmetrical Internet Service. Study
findings revealed that networks with multiple competing service providers have a
wider range of services and a lower price: the more ISPs competing in a fiber network,
the lower consumer prices. Specifically, for each new service provider present in the
network, there will be 5 SEK per month decrease of the average price of the Internet
services, and an approximately 7 SEK per month reduction in the lowest price.
Nevertheless, a number of socio-economic impacts remain unquantifiable as of
the current time and due to the limited available data. It is recommended to
incorporate more socio-economic effects in future research in order to draw a more
complete picture for all the interested sectors, and to supplement the data with recent
figures for 2012 and 2013.
Key Words: Fiber-to-the-home, FTTH, Broadband Technologies, Open Access Fiber
Network, Socio-economic impact, Population Evolution, Migration, ISP competition,
Price of Internet Service, Municipalities, Sweden
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Sammanfattning
Fiber till hemmet (Fiber-to-the-Home, FTTH) har talats om sedan fiber
introducerades på 1970-talet. Det håller numera på att bli grunden för vårt nya digitala
samhälle, och bidra till ekonomiskt välstånd och medföra en mängd affärsmässiga,
sociala och underhållningsmässiga möjligheter till slutanvändare. Den ökade
efterfrågan på höghastighetsnät tas mer och mer på allvar och ett fiberbaserat nät kan
hantera dessa ökade krav på grund av dess breda bandbredd och tillförlitlighet. Idag
finns ett praktiskt behov av kvantitativ analys av de socioekonomiska effekterna av
fiberbaserade accessnät. Denna analys kan användas som en indikator och referens för
alla intressenter när de överväger framtida investeringar. Sverige är ett lämpligt
målland för denna analys eftersom den har antagit fiber i några år och de fördelar som
FTTH har fört verkar redan vara synliga.
Det huvudsakliga värdet av denna avhandling ligger i utredningen av
kvantifierade bevis för de socioekonomiska effekterna av FTTH utbyggnad i Sverige.
Detta har uppnåtts på grundval av uppgifter från den Post- och telestyrelsen (PTS),
Statistiska centralbyrån (SCB), tidigare liknande studier och information som samlats
in på nätet från aktörer inom fiber, tillsammans med empirisk analys baserad på
multivariate regressionsmodeller.
Resultatet visat att fiber har haft en betydande inverkan på befolkningens
utveckling, speciellt netto in- och utflyttning till en kommun, vilket indikerar
attraktionskraft kommunerna i sig. Det är därför rimligt att föreslå att kommunerna
och de lokala myndigheterna överväger fiber driftsättning på allvar om de vill locka
invånare att stanna för ytterligare lokal utveckling. Studien analyserar också
konkurrensen på fiberbaserade öppna nät och priserna på 10/10 Mbps symmetrisk
Internet-tjänst. Resultaten visar att nätverk med flera konkurrerande
tjänsteleverantörer har ett bredare utbud av tjänster och ett lägre pris: ju fler
Internetleverantörer i ett fibernät, desto lägre konsumentpriser. Mer specifikt, för varje
ny tjänsteleverantör som finns i nätverket, minskar det genomsnittliga priset med 5
kronor per månad, och det lägsta priset med cirka 7 kronor per månad.
Ändå förblir ett antal socioekonomiska effekter omätbara på grund av begränsade
tillgängliga data. Rekommendationen är att införliva fler socioekonomiska effekter i
framtida forskning för att dra en mer komplett bild för alla berörda sektorer, och att
komplettera data med färska siffror för 2012 och 2013.
Nyckelord: Fiber-to-the-home, FTTH, Bredband, Öppet access fibernät,
Socioekonomiska konsekvenser, Population Evolution, Migration, ISP konkurrens,
Internettjänst Pris, Kommuner, Sverige
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1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the problem area with a brief introduction, followed by a
statement of the purpose of the research and the questions to be addressed. The thesis
outline and necessary context are provided for readers who interested in this topic.

1.1 Project overview
The Internet has emerged as a critical component of society’s communications
infrastructure in the last two decades. Of the many advanced technologies that fall
under the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) umbrella, broadband
communications is perceived as the future of Internet and the availability of
broadband access is continuously driving the evolution of advanced communication
services and overall economic growth[1,2]. Given the increasing importance of ICT in
the knowledge-based and communications-intensive economy, people have realized
that those who adapted to the revolution are increasingly at a competitive advantage.
In many countries, this awareness has matured as an important national agenda to
promote nationwide deployment of broadband services, in particular of fiber-based
access technologies.
Compared to the traditional broadband connections, fiber-based access networks
(often referred as Fiber-to-the-Home, FTTH * ) based upon its virtually unlimited
capacity and future-proof nature, is considered to uncork the “last mile” † bottleneck
in terms of Quality of Experience (QoE) and Quality of Service (QoS) that traditional
broadband technologies have[3]. Yet there is still a debate among scholars and policy
makers as to whether it is necessary to promote or invest in FTTH, as it is possible to
deliver services over the existing copper-based broadband infrastructure or even
broadband wireless access networks[4]. Therefore, there is a need to study what
benefits FTTH has already brought. There have been some dedicated studies
concerning the benefits of fiber-based access networks (see[5–7]), but there seems to
have been almost no quantitative econometric study measuring the socio-economic
impact of fiber-based access networks. This study aims to fill this information gap by
quantifying the socio-economic effects of FTTH networks.
It is not surprising that there is little econometric analysis done on the impact of
fiber-based access networks, due to the fact that relatively few fiber networks have
been deployed and the data is scarce. Sweden has been a leading country in the
adoption of FTTH over the past decade. According to Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) statistics at the end of 2011, it is the OECD-EU
country that has the highest proportion of fiber subscribers out of all fixed broadband
subscribers[8,9]. Sweden is therefore considered as a good target for an analysis of the
benefits of FTTH, because some of the social, economic, and environmental benefits
that FTTH has brought are believed to already be tangible[10]. Looking at the effects
at an inter-municipal level within the country will help us avoid variance due to
cultural differences.
*

Collectively named FTTx networks, where x refers to different cases, e.g. Cabinets
(FTTC), Buildings (FTTB), and Homes (FTTH). All of these will be referred to as
FTTH in this report, but we indicate which applies where it is relevant.
†
The final stretch of connection that delivers voice, data and video to end users’
homes and offices.
1

This Master’s project* was carried out at Acreo AB, a Swedish research institute
providing leading edge solutions within the field of electronics, fiber optics, and
communication technology. This research institute is based in Kista, Stockholm.
Acreo is currently very active in enhancing fiber optic technologies and evaluating the
effects of Next Generation Access technologies on society and the economy in
Sweden. Acreo has performed an early stage study on FTTH’s impacts on population
and employment[4].
The study reported in this thesis targets quantifying empirical evidence of the
socio-economic impacts of FTTH deployment in the context of Sweden at a municipal
level, with attempts to robustly extend the earlier research on population evolution
and to look deeper into the market in terms of competition and the price of Internet
service. On these networks, typically triple-play services are offered, which consist of
Internet access, Television, and Telephony, and the service we are analyzing in the
thesis is the Internet access † (specifically: 10/10Mbps symmetric Internet access
speed). Because on one hand, Internet access is most commonly required and sold
service; on the other hand, it is a well-specified commodity, which in principle has no
service differentiation, meaning service value/quality (e.g., 10/10Mbps symmetric) is
the same everywhere, hence the price differences are not due to the inherent value of
the service, we can therefore analyze it on the equal term. These findings could serve
as a reference to whoever is interested an in the future development of or making
investments in fiber based access networks.

1.2 Thesis outline
The thesis starts with a theoretical framework for FTTH, to equip readers with the
necessary background information. In Chapter two, the benefits of FTTH are
illustrated from both technical and socio-economic perspectives in order to explain
why it is worthwhile deploying FTTH and why consumers would like to pay for fiberbased Internet access. Chapter three introduces the methods utilized in the research,
from data collection to processing and analysis. The calculations and findings are
presented and discussed in detail in chapter four. Subsequently, the implications of
this research, along with discussions of its constraints and possible directions for
future work are provided in Chapter five.

1.3 Readers
This thesis should be easily understood by readers who are interested in the socioeconomic impact of FTTH, with or without a prior background in ICT, networking, or
economic issues related to FTTH. This thesis is specifically target for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
*

Governments or municipalities,
Telecommunication operators,
Service providers,
Residential associations,
Venture capital investors, and
Scholars who is interested in FTTH

Part of the European ICT-OASE project, which is financed by the European
Commission’s FP7 programme.
†
VoIP and IPTV are not included in our analysis as the varied service differentiations
(e.g., package definition, HD service) make it difficult to analyze on equal term.
2

2 Background
This chapter introduces the essential background information concerning FTTH.
The aim is to explain why it FTTH is worth adopting by illustrating the benefits of
FTTH from technical, socio-economic, and environmental perspectives.

2.1 What is FTTH?
The theoretical background of FTTH and its environmental context, as well as the
difference between FTTH and other FTTx technologies are briefly introduced in this
section.
2.1.1

FTTH Network Environment

Fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) is a network connection using optical fiber directly
from the access network operator’s network to the home. Conceptually, FTTH is an
access network architecture using optical fiber to extend optical interconnection to
reach the boundary of a living or working space. The characteristics of optical fiber
technology not only provided greater bandwidth, but also enhanced network
transparency in regards to data format, rate, wavelength and protocol; relaxing the
demands on the links’ environmental conditions and power supply; and simplifying
maintenance and installation[11].
In a FTTH network, a central point, known as an access node or point of presence
(POP), provides connectivity to the subscribers via one or more optical fibers. Each
access node can connect to other access networks, for instance, wireless local area
networks and mobile wide area networks. A FTTH network can be built as a part of
wide area access networks. Depending upon the specific country’s policies &
regulations and the geographic location of the subscribers, FTTH networks are
normally deployed in different sites, such as cities, residential areas, rural areas, and
for single family and multi-family dwellings[12]. These different types of FTTH sites
are shown in Figure 2-1. Regardless of the FTTH site locations, the fiber optic
communication signals are generally terminated at the subscriber’s endpoint.

Figure 2-1: Types of FTTH sites
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2.1.2

Fiber-based Access Network Architectures

In fiber-based access networks, depending upon the distance between the
optical line terminal and the optical network units or optical network terminal, the
fiber optic technologies can normally be classified into four types: FTTN, FTTC,
FTTB, and FTTH (see Table 2-1). These are sometimes referred to collectively as
FTTx networks, where x indicates how close the fiber endpoint is to the actual user,
as illustrated in
Figure 2-2[13]. This study will mainly concentrate on FTTH, since in the long
term this is considered as key target architecture due to its virtually unlimited
scalability[12].
Table 2-1: FTTx variants

Fiber to the node
(FTTN)

Fiber is terminated in a street, which is several kilometers away
from the end users, with the final connection being copper.
Fiber-to-the-node can be considered as an interim step towards
full FTTH.

Fiber to the curb
(FTTC)

Fiber reaches a street cabinet, similar to FTTN but the street is
closer to the users, typically within 300m, within the range for
copper technologies with high-bandwidth, such as wired
Ethernet and IEEE P1901 power line networking, and wireless
technology (e.g., Wi-Fi).

Fiber to the
building (FTTB)

Fiber to the premises, for instance, reaches the basement in a
multi-dwelling unit, with the final connection to the individual
living space being made via alternative means, similar to the
curb/pole technologies, but also possibly shorter-range
technology like Thunderbolt.

Fiber to the home
(FTTH)

Fiber reaches the boundary of the living or working space, such
as a box on the outside wall of a home. Subscribers are
connected then by a dedicated fiber to a port on the equipment
in the POP.

We will analyze FTTH in this thesis, because we believe it is the ultimate solution
as it can cope with growing consumer demands in terms of bandwidth, it can offer
symmetric bandwidths with “future-proof” unlimited capacity, and because it will
eventually make a difference in the way we live and work.

Figure 2-2: Different types of FTTx networks
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2.1.3

FTTH Topologies

Two topologies are widely used in FTTH networks: point-to-point (P2P) topology
(which normally uses Ethernet transmission technologies) and point-to-multipoint)
topology (which is frequently combined with passive optical network (PON)
technology). See Figure 2-3.
In P2P topologies each subscriber has a direct, uninterrupted connection to the
access point or central office via a dedicated fiber (or fiber pair). Most P2P FTTH
networks use Ethernet transmission technologies, since Ethernet is easier to configure
and operate than other transmission technologies, especially for business applications.
PON technology can also use a P2P topology by placing a passive optical splitter at
the access point.
In point-to-multipoint topologies routing is accomplished optically using passive
optical splitters with standardized PON technologies*. Only one fiber is needed in the
shared feeder part in this architecture and time-sharing protocols are used to control
the access of multiple subscribers[11]. In such a point-to-multipoint topology Active
Ethernet technology can also be used to control subscriber by deploying Ethernet
switches in the field.

Figure 2-3: Point-to-point network and Point-to-multipoint network[12]

2.2 Why deploy Fiber-to-the-Home?
The world has witnessed the rapid development of the ICT sector and its impact
on society. It is doubtless that improvements due to the use of ICT technologies will
stimulate economic growth (e.g. in terms of increased gross domestic product (GDP),
increased employee productivity, etc.) at a certain level according to [14–16]. Among
various technologies, the enhancement of the telecommunication infrastructure has
been vital to both technical and economic changes[17]. Since late 1990s, broadband
deployments sparked scholars’ interests into research on the potential economic
impact of broadband access networks. Many of these researchers have highlighted the
positive impact on the wider economy, such as [2,18]. Recent studies also indicates
broadband is a driving factor that accelerates economic growth in terms of GDP, but
the degree to which it does varies with the ICT maturity of the country[19–28]. The
results of previous research on the economic impact of traditional broadband are
summarized in Table 2-2.
*

GPON is today’s frontrunner standard in Europe, while EPON is most popular in Asia[12].
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Table 2-2: Previous Research on Economic Impact of Traditional Broadband

Source

Covered Scope

[19]

Input-output calculation on
impacts of investments in
broadband in the German
economy

[20]

Econometric investigation
on productivity growth in 15
OECD nations (14 European
nations, and USA)

[21]

Cross-sectional model
covers data of 120 countries

[22]

Effects of broadband
penetration on Output and
Employment: Crosssectional data covers 20032005 period in 48 states of
USA

[23]

Instrument Variable (IV)
regression approach on 20
OECD countries panel data
covering 1996-2007 period
15 European Union
countries’ data between
2003-2006
Cross-sectional data of
communities in USA, covers
1998-2002 period

[24]

[25]

[26]

[27]

6

Econometric model on GDP
per household for a
developed country sample
with panel data from 20052009
From a technological and
political perspective analysis
on the impact of increasing
broadband penetration on
trade in Sweden, by means
of regression analysis

Key Findings & Major Conclusions
To achieve 75% household broadband penetration
of at least 50Mb/s access speed by 2014, 407,000
new jobs will be created.
A 10 year investment in broadband (2010-2020)
would lead to 0.6% increase in annual GDP
growth.
Sweden has experienced the 2nd highest growth in
broadband penetration among the target countries
during 1998-2007.
The economic impact of adding a broadband
connection is greater in countries that have a good
ICT environment and faster broadband diffusion.
A 1% increase in broadband penetration results in a
positive impact on GDP ranging from $160
million/year in Finland to $12 billion/year in USA.
Broadband has a significant impact on economic
growth and the significance is greater in developed
countries than in developing countries, due to a
longer track record of broadband diffusion.
Employment and Output in both manufacturing
and services industries (especially finance,
education, and health care) is positively correlated
with broadband penetration.
A 1% increase in broadband penetration is
associated with an increase of ~300,000 jobs in the
entire USA.
Positive impact on GDP per capita: an increase of
10% in broadband penetration would stimulate
GDP per capita growth by 0.9% – 1.5% in
subsequent years.
There are increasing returns on broadband
telecommunication investments, especially in
Scandinavia countries.
Broadband enhances economic activities (e.g.,
establishment and economic growth in IT intensive
sectors, job positions, residential property values
etc.)
Positive direct effect on country GDP per
household, especially in the high income samples.
Significant effect on decreasing inefficiency.

High broadband penetration is highly correlated
with a high level of international trade in the
context of broadband access in Sweden, which
leads to the conclusion that high-speed Internet
access has a positive impact on the economy in
terms of increased international trade.

One may argue why we still need fiber, as we already have traditional broadband
access networks, which already have had a positive impact on economic growth, i.e.,
the benefits of fiber-based access networks seems could also be attained by traditional
broadband technologies (e.g. Cable * , DSL † , Wi-Fi/WiMax, and 3G/4G) over the
existing infrastructure. This question will be answered from several different
perspectives, in the following subsections.
2.2.1

From a Technical Perspective

FTTH possesses the greatest capacity (due to its bandwidth) in comparison with
the traditional broadband technologies (see Figure 2-4). The virtually unlimited
capacity of FTTH and the characteristics of optical fibers enable the user’s maximum
data rate to not decrease with the distance between the access node and the end-user.
Similarly the number of users who share the network does not have a large effect
upon each of the user’s individual maximum data rates. The guaranteed bandwidth
and unprecedented reliability are far beyond what traditional broadband access
networks can offer.

Figure 2-4: Various Broadband Technologies and Their Maximum Data Rates[28]

People have grown dependent upon digital resources, with enriched experience
due to increasingly unlimited storage and bandwidth; hence the “future proof” FTTH
is perfectly aligned to meet these demands. A study regarding the potential economic
benefit of widespread diffusion of high-speed access broadband indicates that both
consumers and operators can benefit substantially from broadband access networks.
These result suggests the annual consumer benefits can eventually reach $300 billion
and the operators could easily earn another $100 billion per year from increased
demand for services via broadband access networks[2]. Compared with traditional
broadband access networks, FTTH’s superiority is expected to bring even greater
benefits. The following paragraphs described some of these expected benefits for
consumers and for operators.

*

DOCSIS technology, which uses coaxial cable to carry both television and data
signals connecting home users to the Internet[29].
†
Often known as xDSL, which existing telephone lines (twisted pair wiring) are
used[29], [30].
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2.2.1.1 Benefits for Consumers
As to the user experience (UE), nothing could better fulfill consumers’ demands
than good reliability and high capacity. Fiber has proven to possess highest bandwidth
and unprecedented reliability among all of the broadband technologies. As a result:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Users with a 100 Mbps FTTH connection can download content over 10 times
faster than users with a typical 8 Mbps ADSL connection.
With higher bandwidth in the uplink and downlink directions, multitasking,
passive-networking (multiple on-line applications running passively in the
background) demands can be fully met.
The higher reliability ensures a more personalized touch, as well as greater
privacy and security per service and user.
Multiple choices of fast Ethernet access speed, limited only by the speed
provided by the ISPs.
QoS and QoE are assured within the access network, enabling high quality
reception of the content that previously would have been carried by broadcast
radio and TV signals.
Adaption to standard radio and TV equipment, subscribers can use set-top
boxes or another type of converter for additional services.

Moreover, the stability of FTTH means that users suffering less downtime, thus
FTTH users show the highest satisfaction level with their internet service than users
of other access methods according to a study carried by Troulos[31]. This study
reported that the percentage of satisfied users of FTTH was 85%, whereas cable users
had a 75% satisfaction rate and DSL users only 60%.
The Next Generation Access service portfolio study[10] showed that higher
bandwidth leads consumers to spend more time using existing Internet services, as
well as giving them the ability to use new services. This study found that FTTH
subscribers are net contributors to the Internet, uploading more material than they
download, while utilizing 3~5 times more bandwidth than ADSL users. It also
suggests that with increasing bandwidth, there will be greater demands for new
services and the consumer will spend more time using existing services, thus driving
consumer adoption of new services and potentially leading to new usage patterns of
value added services, such as e-learning, distance working, high quality and reliable
e-health services, simpler and more transparent interaction with public services (egovernment), etc.
2.2.1.2 Benefits for Operators
In the massive and over-crowded telecommunications market, FTTH can be
considered as a perfect Blue Ocean Strategy[32] for operators who can gain a strong
competitive advantage, by providing better technical performance, more economic
solutions in terms of low Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operational Expense
(OPEX), and a strategically superior platform that can offer differentiated services at a
lower cost[33].
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As a future-proof infrastructure, FTTH offers:
•

Longer life-time
Fiber itself is made of plastic or glass. The resulting fiber (and jacket) is robust
and degrades extremely slowly, thus optic fiber and optic fiber cables can last
in excess of 25 years (the uncertainty in this lifetime prediction is small[34]
and is further supported by the fiber deployments that have already been in
place for more than this period of time). When a bandwidth upgrade is needed,
all one needs is to change the equipment on the ends of the fiber when the
active equipment reaches the end of its lifespan, typically seven years (the
same period as any other broadband technology). In contrast, alternative
technologies (e.g. VDSL) have a limited operating life making payback
challenging for the operator. No operators want to invest in repeated upgrades
with a very short timeframe. As bandwidth demands increase rapidly with
technological advances, fiber give service providers a future-proof network
infrastructure with guarantees on bandwidth, versatility, and optimization that
are needed for the future.

•

Lower CAPEX and OPEX
A FTTH network has significantly lower operating costs than existing copper
or coaxial cable networks. Fiber is considered the medium for long distance
communication, because the cost of transmitting a single phone conversation
over fiber optics is only about 1% the cost of transmitting the same call of over
a copper wire. Great bandwidths combined with lower operating cost bring
long distance communication in line with network operators’ large-scale using
patterns. Additionally, fiber links are capable of supporting multiple protocols
flexibly. The FTTH network consumes 20 times less electricity than a VDSL
access network with the same number of subscribers. Fiber reduces the
network operations and maintenance costs by simplifying control and
troubleshooting, which leads to lowering the cost of hiring maintenance
professionals since the process can be fully automated and software controlled.

•

High competence on offering new services
Communication over fiber gives service providers future-proof network
infrastructure guarantees. With FTTH, richer services can be delivered to the
subscribers in a multi-room and multi-screen approach, which will increase the
demand for service assurance and remote management solutions for in-home
services. The ability to offer new services is a strong competence requirement
for service providers (SPs) to stay ahead in a highly dynamic and competitive
market, and can eventually attract and retain consumers with faster access data
rates and enriched QoE.

•

Capacity to meet future demands
Flexible network architecture design, excellent scalability, and relatively
mature functionality (e.g. for P2P) allow fiber-based access networks to easily
support future upgrades and expansion. Utilizing a passive optical network
maximizes the capacity availability for future service demands, by directing
connecting each end user to the operator’s active equipment. The tradeoff
between technical and economic demands facing network owners and
operators can be met with FTTH.
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2.2.2

From a Socio-economic Perspective

FTTH has been an important ingredient in telecommunication operators overall
investments, but there is a lag in turning these investments into tangible returns.
Previous studies examining the benefits of fiber were mainly done as a cost benefit
analysis, which usually compares initial investments and OPEX to consumers’
willingness-to-pay for certain services from traditional telecom perspective
[6,28,35,36]. However, such a qualitative calculation of benefits may result in an
underestimation of potential benefits, because it neglects some factors that may be
beneficial for improving social welfare, these factors are referred to as un-captured
values[37].
From Table 2-2 we can conclude that broadband has strongly contributed to
people’s well-being in many ways. However, even from the limited number of
previous qualitative/quantitative studies we can see that fiber access networks have
contributed even more, both socially and economically, to many dimensions of life,
for instance, the population’s evolution, education, health, distance working,
employment, etc., as summarized in
2.2.2.1 Benefits for Companies in General
As mentioned in section 2.2.1.2, the stakeholders in a FTTH network can benefit
from lower CAPEX and OPEX. Besides lower telecommunication costs, the adoption
of an open access business model for fiber network results in greater competition
among network providers (NPs) and SPs (depending on the level of openness), which
brings greater benefits to the consumers in the form of multiple choices and higher
QoS at lower prices, while increasing the provider’s average revenue per user (ARPU).
Companies that adopted fiber have more competitive advantages as comparing to
non-adopters. FTTH enables innovation and new business opportunities in the
knowledge economy, driving enterprises and organizations to adopt new business
models and marketing strategies. More on-demand enterprises, such as virtual
companies emerge, creating more job opportunities and introducing new ways of
working. For employees FTTH saves a lot time and cost for travel between the home
and workplace(s), hence employees can better manage their time and increasingly
work from home (e.g. two or more days per month[40]), contributing to higher
productivity for the companies. Companies’ competitiveness is enhanced, while
reducing a lot of costs (such as for rental of physical office space).
For housing companies, competitiveness improves as well with FTTH. The
presence of FTTH increases the value of a property, therefore attracting more people
to move in.
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Table 2-3.
According to these earlier studies, the resulting indirect and induced benefits of
increasing FTTH penetration can be categorized in detail from different social
beneficiaries’ perspectives. These are described in the following subsections.
2.2.2.2 Benefits for Companies in General
As mentioned in section 2.2.1.2, the stakeholders in a FTTH network can benefit
from lower CAPEX and OPEX. Besides lower telecommunication costs, the adoption
of an open access business model for fiber network results in greater competition
among network providers (NPs) and SPs (depending on the level of openness), which
brings greater benefits to the consumers in the form of multiple choices and higher
QoS at lower prices, while increasing the provider’s average revenue per user (ARPU).
Companies that adopted fiber have more competitive advantages as comparing to
non-adopters. FTTH enables innovation and new business opportunities in the
knowledge economy, driving enterprises and organizations to adopt new business
models and marketing strategies. More on-demand enterprises, such as virtual
companies emerge, creating more job opportunities and introducing new ways of
working. For employees FTTH saves a lot time and cost for travel between the home
and workplace(s), hence employees can better manage their time and increasingly
work from home (e.g. two or more days per month[40]), contributing to higher
productivity for the companies. Companies’ competitiveness is enhanced, while
reducing a lot of costs (such as for rental of physical office space).
For housing companies, competitiveness improves as well with FTTH. The
presence of FTTH increases the value of a property, therefore attracting more people
to move in.
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Table 2-3: Previous Research on Socio-economic Benefits of FTTH

Source
[4]
[28]

[5]

[7]
[31]

[38]

[39]

Covered Scope

Key Findings & Major Conclusions

Multivariate regression
analysis on effect of
FTTH/FTTx in Sweden on
employment and population
evolution, based on data from
290 municipalities between
2007-2010

Fiber networks are showing statistically significant
socio-economic impact with a lag of three years.
A 10% increase in population living within 353
meters of a fiber-connected area has a 0.25%
positive change in population after three years, and
a 0% – 0.2% positive change in employment after
two and a half years.
Cost benefit analysis suggests that a total of
56 billion SEK invested on FTTH (with 30% fiber
penetration) in Sweden will lead to an increase in
GDP of up to 52 billion SEK.
Qualitative studies based on Fiber deployment brings distinct economic and
interviews (2009) in Sweden social benefits to health, education, and other
and an analysis of the
public services; it stimulates new ways of working
Eindhoven study
and leads to GDP growth.
Qualitative assessment based FTTH users in 2009 had an average of 10%
on surveys (2009 and 2010
additional benefit compared to non-adopters.
respectively) in Bulgaria
FTTH/FTTB users have the highest satisfaction
level of all broadband users.
FTTH/FTTB encourages distance working (teleworking).
In 2010, 66% of Bulgarians agreed that availability
of high-speed broadband connectivity affects their
selection of a residence.
Quantitative cross-sectional
Potential economic improvement (e.g. annual
analysis for 16 experimental employment rate, mean annual household income,
communities and 16 matched and educational attainment) could arise if FTTH is
control cities in USA,
present in a community.
between 1998-2002
Indicators, such as annual employment rate, mean
annual household income, and educational
attainment, are significantly higher in cities that
have adopted FTTH than in cities that did not
adopt FTTH.
Cross-sectional data covers
FTTx broadband has a positive impact on economy
25 countries over the period growth.
of 1999-2009

2.2.2.3 Benefits for Municipalities, Public Bodies, and Communities
The participation of public authorities in FTTH deployment will positively
contribute to the social cohesion, and the promotion of FTTH would boost the degree
of urbanization of a municipality, thereby enhancing its local competitiveness and
attractiveness.
At a local level, efficient governance can be achieved with the adoption of FTTH.
Public utilities can improve their intelligent power grids, while efficient public
transportation control can reduce traffic congestion and cost of infrastructure
maintenance. Public services can be delivered in an intelligent and efficient way that
reduces (at least some) administration costs.
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Closer collaboration in building up/sharing fiber networks (e.g. Stadsnät*) among
municipalities, communities, and other public sectors, can consolidate social and
business relationships, while providing a cooperation platform for new business
opportunities and networked public services. This is especially good for rural areas,
which could benefit to a greater extent from newly established business and
investment, bring increased economic attractiveness in terms of increased job
opportunities, increased immigration, and increased tax revenues while reducing
welfare expenditures.
2.2.2.4 Benefits for Society at Large
FTTH is a key economic driver that indirectly generates an overall annual
increase in GDP of a country, through various enhanced and newly attracted business
- as well as through new investment. FTTH is cost-efficient in delivering public
services, and can already save up to 1.5% of costs in the four main public economic
sectors – Electricity, Transportation, Education, and Health, besides the direct benefits
to the telecommunication industry[40].
High-speed network access and increased ICT maturity improve the way people
live and work. An e-learning services pool of educational resources benefits
knowledge seekers without limitations in time or space. E-health supports remote
diagnostics, improving healthcare services with higher efficiency in information
sharing and treatment. E-governance brings transparency of authorities. Distance
working reduces physical transportation, resulting in reduced traffic congestion.
People’s safety in traffic is enhanced while contributing to GDP with high
productivity, and the increase in job opportunities leads to higher regional
attractiveness in terms of increased immigration, especially of skilled labor. Eentertainment and social networking changes the way people entertain and
communicate, while broadening their social groups, enrich their cultural and social
experiences. All these effects have directly and indirectly improved people’s
wellbeing in terms of their quality of life leading to a higher degree of satisfaction,
while stimulating further innovation in public services. Together these effects produce
visible economic growth and ultimately drive positive societal development.
2.2.3

From Environmental Perspective

Fiber is a green technology that supports the transportation of data over one cable
and one network, ecologically eliminating the waste of raw materials, unnecessary
parallel infrastructures, and extra power provisioning, which would be needed for
other communication infrastructures. Unlike others, its future-proof characteristics
minimize the environmental damage of future upgrades. Therefore the ecological
contribution of FTTH is considered as a vital sustainable utility driver for low carbon
economic development, as every one million users connected to FTTH save at least
one million tons of CO2 [40], thus utilization of FTTH can save equivalent CO2
emission of 4,600 km car driving per year per household[41]. Furthermore, the FTTH
induced effects of reduced commuting and reduced public traffic congestion as well
as lower power utilization; positively contribute to a large extent to sustainable
environmental development.

*

Indicates the municipality fiber networks. We will use this term - stadsnät throughout the thesis.
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2.3 Current Status of Fiber Penetration
According to OECD statistics, fixed broadband subscriptions reached 314 million
in the OECD area by the end of 2011. The overall share of DSL subscriptions
continued to decrease to 55.8% with coaxial cable having a penetration rate of 30%,
while FTTH subscriptions represent 13.7% of the total number of fixed broadband
subscriptions[8]. A FTTH/B panorama across 35 countries in Europe, shows an
increased average fiber take up rate of 18.4%, indicating FTTH/B is expanding its
coverage with a 28% positive growth in FTTH/B subscribers and rollout progressed at
an annual rate of 41% in 2011[9,42].
Specifically within Sweden, broadband subscriptions reached 8.2 million out of
8.4 million total subscriptions for Internet services at the end of 2011[43]. A total of
39.54% of all households and 34.81% of workplaces had access to fiber by October
2011, corresponding to a increase of 6.50% and 7.62% (respectively) in comparison to
October 2010[44], making Sweden the OECD-EU country with the highest proportion
of fiber and fiber LAN subscribers out of all fixed broadband subscribers[9,45], as
shown in Figure 2-5.
Top 10 Ranking: Fiber Subscription Rates per 100 inhabitants
in OECD countries (Dec 2011)
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

Fibre/LAN

0%

Figure 2-5: Fiber Subscriptions per 100 Inhabitants in OECD Countries
(as of December 2011) [46]

Moreover, one can see from Figure 2-6 that in Sweden the number of DSL
subscriptions is decreasing, while fiber subscriptions constantly increased, especially
in the last three years. This phenomenon follows the broadband development trend,
that copper-based access networks are on the way out, while fiber is continue its
rolling out as the most important alternative fixed platform[47]. This is due to fiber’s
ability to cope with the increased demands of consumers over time.
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Figure 2-6: Development of Number of Subscriptions to Fixed Broadband*
by Access Technologies in Sweden [48]

Figure 2-7 vividly illustrated the fiber penetration at county (Län) level in Sweden. In
Figure 2-7(a) the green areas indicate existing fiber connectivity, while the blue areas
indicate newly connected areas (between October 2010 and October 2011) with
coverage at workplaces and households. It can be noticed that fiber deployment has a
large geographical variation in densely populated areas and sparsely populated areas.
Most newly fiber-connected areas are found on the west coast, in the southern part of
Värmland County, and in Stockholm County. More specifically, Sundbyberg
municipality (Kommun) in Stockholm County possess the highest penetration of fiber
accessibility in workplaces and households among all 290 municipalities in Sweden,
while there is only one municipality that seems to completely lack fiber access[44].
Figure 2-7(b) illustrates fiber penetration in terms of access availability. Most
regions are having at least 10%~40% of availability to access fiber as the orange areas
have the largest proportion. This is in line with the general access performance of
fixed broadband in Sweden, with a grown availability (accounting for 52.4% of all
subscribers) of 10+ Mbps connectivity[47]. Based on the current fiber deployment
trends, Sweden is forecasted to reach fiber maturity by 2014[42, 49], accompanied
with a strong political interest in FTTH networks, as the increased broadband
penetration is favorable for social and economic development. This interest has
directly or indirectly translated into government engagement in the deployment of
open access fiber networks in municipalities over the past 10 to 15 years.

*

Fiber here includes fiber to the building + LAN within the building.
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Tillgång:
Mer än 90%
55 - 90%
40 - 55%
10 - 40%

Nytillkommen fiber mellan
oktober 2010 och oktober 2011

0 - 10%

Fiber fanns i oktober 2011

a

FTTH Connectivity at County Level

b

FTTH Access Speed at County Level

Figure 2-7: Fiber Penetration at the County Level in Sweden
(publicly available at PTS website [44], [50])
2.3.1

Determinants of Fiber Penetration

The deployment of fiber in a country is determined by various factors, such as:
•

Industry factors
In the highly competitive telecommunication industry, access technologies
with better performance but lower cost would always be the best option from
both supply and demand perspectives. Thus technological competition and low
cost of deploying infrastructure[51] would be the key factors influencing the
adoption of high-speed broadband access networks, such as FTTH. Combined
with high access data rates, low price is also an important factor contributing
to the high level of broadband penetration as studied in [52–54]. The price
may strongly affect consumers’ decisions of which access technology to
adopt.
The lower cost of deploying infrastructure would be an advantage to attract
greater investment in network deployment from both private and public
sectors. Sweden has employed infrastructure investments from both private
and public sectors as its national broadband deployment strategy[55, 56].

•

Socio-demographic factors
Several studies has shown that population density[57], younger age[52, 53],
urbanization[58], and the presence of children[59] are influential factors
driving the penetration of high-speed broadband access.
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In addition, households with higher income and higher educational level prefer
to have higher speed access technologies[60, 61]. These factors are therefore
believed that would influence the adoption decision of FTTH at a certain
degree.
•

Policy factors
The Swedish broadband market is regulated subject to the supervision of the
Swedish National Regulatory Authorities (NRA) – Post och Telestyrelsen
(PTS)[47].
The involvement of local government has been an increasingly important
factor in the evolution of the “last-mile” infrastructure[1]. Many municipalities
in Sweden have adopted policies to promote FTTH. Their initiatives to deploy
municipal FTTH networks have brought tangible economic benefits back to
them and made Sweden successful in overall rate of fiber penetration.
The Local Loop Unbundling * (LLU) policy has influenced fix-broadband
deployment according to a regression analysis on OECD data[63]. This may
bring consumer benefits through open access to competitors in a relatively
short term[64].

•

Other factors
There are many other factors that may also have impact FTTH penetration,
such as user behaviors (e.g. PC, Internet, … usage), network size, service
level, available content, etc. These factors also influence the fiber penetration
rates.

Note that while these factors influence the rate of fiber adoption, they may also
interact intimately in a complex way.
2.3.2

Open Access Network

To date it is estimated that 95% of the municipal fiber networks in Sweden are
operating with an open access model[65]. The traditional telecommunication model is
vertically integrated with a single entity that delivers a service, operates the network,
and owns a network infrastructure that is dedicated to specific (telephony, radio, and
television) services. Considering the specific geographical conditions of Sweden (i.e.,
that is large in area with 85% of population densely live in urban areas, while 15%
live in more sparsely populated areas[45]), it is highly inefficient and unprofitable for
traditional large operators to provide broadband access at sustainable prices in remote
areas. However, the need for broadband access is as great in these rural areas as in
other areas of the country. Therefore a large number of rural municipalities have
deployed open access fiber networks, because the open access model is sufficient to
meet their specific demands. Some of these municipal networks have formed regional
associations to connect to different networks, in order to facilitate access by their
users to various service providers and wholesale market actors.
Unlike the traditional telecommunications business model, the open access model
maximizes the consumer’s benefits in terms of freedom of choice and presents the
highest degree of competition on equal terms in order to avoid monopoly behaviors,
by separating the roles of service provider and the infrastructure & network
*

Includes all types of LLU: full unbundling, line sharing, and bit stream access[62].
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provider[66]. Due to different nature (both technical and economic) of the different
parts of the network, the open access model also optimizes resource allocation for a
passive infrastructure and active equipment by further separating the roles of physical
infrastructure provider (PIP) and network provider (NP). The PIP (e.g. municipalities
or utilities) typically owns a passive infrastructure and takes care of its physical
maintenance, as the PIP is normally highly local. A passive infrastructure requires
high initial CAPEX, low OPEX, and is hard to duplicate and inherently subject to
regulation[65]. The NP (e.g. incumbent operators and broadband companies), on the
other hand, usually operates nationally with large economies of scale; hence they can
afford the high OPEX of running the active equipment.
Figure 2-8[65] exhibits a typical value chain of the open access model. The PIP
builds up the physical infrastructure of the network, lays cables to the premises of end
users and charges a monthly connection fee to the NP for providing network access to
the NP. In some cases end users pay a one-off connection fee of ~15–20 thousand
SEK to the PIP in order to get their single home (i.e. a villa) connected; whereas in
case of multi-dwelling units, especially if it is a public housing company, the end
users pay ~47 SEK per month to their landlords for the FTTH connection[28]. The NP
in the value chain provides users with access, ensures correct network operation, and
receives revenue by allowing different SPs to offer services to end users via their
(logical) network. In reality, the network is open at different levels depending on
which roles different market actors take, and different business models will arise, as
illustrated in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-8: Typical Open Access Value Chain
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Figure 2-9: Different Open Access Network Models[65]

Swedish fiber-based access networks have matured considerably and have
progressively changed from vertical integrated model towards open access models
over the years. For example, TeliaSonera is the biggest incumbent with the highest
market share in the Swedish telecommunications market. It originally operated as a
typical vertically integrated operator (as do most incumbents worldwide) and
controlled the whole value chain from fiber infrastructure to network services (as in
Figure 2-9(g)). However, today TeliaSonera also finds it profitable to utilize the open
access model in different ways. For example, it opens its network at service level, e.g.
Telia Öppen Fiber, to allow other SPs to provide attractive services and contents as in
Figure 2-9(a), while Telia also offers its own services over the open fiber network, as
in Figure 2-9(f). Telia’s LLUB allows multiple actors to work as combined NP and SP
(for bundled services, e.g. Triple play), then the model becomes the one shown in
Figure 2-9(e). To compete with other NPs, TeliaSonera operates Stadsnät as well, in
which by collaborating with municipalities (PIP) who owns a network, Telia acts as
NP and takes care of handling the SPs’ (e.g., attracting SPs), thereby openness at the
infrastructure level is achieved as the roles of PIP and NP are separated, see Figure
2-9(c, d). If the NP acts as a SP as shown in Figure 2-9(b), the network is not really
considered open as there is no competition at either the infrastructure or service levels,
and thus the end users have no choice but to subscribe to this single operator.
However, on the other hand it is still open because similarly to Figure 2-9(c), the PIP
can decide which NP & SP they want to cooperate with for a fixed period of time,
when this contract ends the PIP may choose another NP & SP to work with – although
the active equipment may need to be replaced.
The Swedish fiber network market is not fully mature yet, but many
municipalities have realized that they should focus on providing infrastructure rather
than competing with commercial telecommunication companies, thus they have
downwards in the value chain. Note that the definition of “open” is flexible and may
vary to allow more subdivided roles with different network actors each operating in
their own level of the network.
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3 Method
dology
Unsurprisiing there iss little econnometric an
nalysis donee regardingg the impacct of
fibeer penetratioon, given th
he fact that relatively few
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ons pertain
ning to daata availability,
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on, if there are any eff
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theyy should alrready have produced ssome tangib
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munnicipality leevel (speciffically, for the 290 municipalitie
m
es in Swedeen) to obtaain a
largge enough set
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3.1 Selectioon of Para
ameters
The deployyment of FTTH may bbring a num
mber of ben
nefits, directtly or indireectly
imppacting variious aspectss that in tuurn would induce add
ditional posiitive effects on
sociiety and thee economy as
a a whole, as illustrateed in Figure 3-1.

Figurre 3-1: Effeccts of FTTH
H Deploymen
nt [28]

Figure 3-1 shows th
he compleex interaction of the various eeffects of fiber
f
deployment, which
w
effectss are basicaally categoriized to threee types: higgh access sp
peed,
new
w infrastructture and dirrect econom
mic activity
y. Note that there may be time lag
g for
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me of the efffects (especially for thee indirect an
nd induced effects) to bbe tangible with
resppect to techhnological in
nnovations,, and there is no theorretical evideence can aiid in
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determining the precise time lag. To ensure the hypothesis is testable with available
data and in light of issue of time lag, a number of quantifiable effects were selected as
the focus in this study, including:
•

•

Population evolution
In addition to the original population trend, we consider that the utilization of
FTTH may increase the attractiveness of a municipality, attracting people to
move to the municipality instead of moving out. The effect on population
change is not instantaneous and may show up with a delay. We have to
carefully avoid the potential problem of backward causality. The population
evolution is subdivided into excess of migration and birth rates, as these are
the two the main components of population change.
Competition and price of Internet services: savings/added value for individuals
Considering that the open access model of FTTH network has led to a
functional separation of SP, NP, and PIP roles, the highly competitive open
environment may benefit consumers in the short terms with better services at
lower prices. In this study the price is computed as the number of SPs offering
10/10Mbps access services that compete in the same fiber network.

3.2 Econometric Methodology
The classical methodology in economics[67] was adopted for this empirical
research. We stated an initial hypothesis, specified the mathematical model and
extended this model to an econometric model, then we obtained the data, estimated
the parameters of the model to test the hypothesis. Following this we were able to
make a prediction based upon the current trend and thereby drew a conclusion.
As to the statistical analysis, a large amount of relevant data for the 290
municipalities of Sweden was collected. We related fiber penetration to our selected
socio-economic indicators in order to find out how things have changed over time in
these municipalities. In addition to fiber deployment, the socio-economic
development of a municipality also depends on many other variables. Therefore a
reliable analysis on the impact of fiber penetration must be based on a model that
takes as many relevant factors into account, and for that reason multiple regress
analysis* [67] is used. The regression model is described as a function shown below:
= (

,

,

,…,

)
Equation 3.1

is a dependent variable that denotes a function of the explanatory variables . In
our study, is assumed to be a linear function of . The
are the various factors
that we believe have an impact on the socio-economic indicator ( ) that we want to
explain.
Such a model must be evaluated in terms of how well it reflects reality through
observations of the measurement collected from these municipalities. Given the
probabilistic nature of these factors (e.g. there is an inexact relationship between the
economic variables), the difference between
and ( , , , … , ) gives a
disturbance term: , which represents all those factors that affect but were not
explicitly taken into account due to some limitation of the model or possible
measurement errors[67].
*

Also known as Multivariate regression analysis.
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In our study Equation 3.1 is written as a multivariate linear function of
parameters over which we want to optimize, generally by means of Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS). In this way the sum of the square of for all observations is
minimized. Equation 3.1 will be presented in exact form in Chapter 4, where the
analysis of the effect of fiber deployment and some other influential socio-economic
factors is performed.

3.3 Data Processing
As a large dataset was essential for this research approach we needed to collect a
suitable amount of data. Due to limited data availability the data was hard to collect,
hence data had to be collected through multiple channels. The collected data was
processed and stored in a database for stability and security purposes. This data was
employed in the regression analyses.
3.3.1

Data Collection

Data used in the analysis was mainly collected through four ways:
•

Online database of Statistics Sweden (Statistiska Centralbyrån - SCB)
Socio-economic and demographic data (e.g., degree of urbanization,
population, regionalism, etc.) was obtained from SCB’s annual reports and
their statistical database[68].

•

Online database of Swedish Post and Telecommunications Authority (PTS*)
The data for the telecommunication industry (i.e., fiber penetration) was
collected from PTS’s online database[44], where fiber penetration in each
municipality of Sweden in 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 is provided.
However, the data for fiber penetration is only available from 2007 (i.e., no
earlier data available), and is defined differently by PTS as percentage of
population living in or within 353 meters from a fiber-connected premise †
prior to the year 2010 (i.e., 2007-2009). Since then (i.e., 2010 and 2011) fiber
penetration is measured based upon the percentage of population with effective
access to broadband via fiber or fiber LAN ‡, typically fiber connected to the
households (FTTH) or terminated in the basement while households are
connected with dedicated CAT 5 Ethernet cables within the building (i.e., a
point-to-point network) in a FTTB deployment.

•

Data collected manually from SPs, NPs, and Municipalities’ websites
Information concerning the main business sectors in the FTTH market (e.g.,
number of SPs, prices of subscribing to fiber-based Internet services, various
fiber networks) is scarce, vague, and decentralized, and no integrated source
was readily available. To ensure the accuracy and reliability of the data to be
analyzed, the relevant data at a municipal level was manually collected using a
joint search method, which was extensive, complex, and exceptionally timeconsuming, but was carefully crafted to enable a more precise determination
of the impact of fiber deployment.

*

PTS – Post- och Telestyrelsen
In Swedish: “Andel i eller inom 353 meter av en fiberansluten fastighet ”.
‡
In Swedish: “Andel med faktiskt tillgång till bredband via fiber eller fiber-LAN”.
†
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Different fiber networks operated by different NPs have different competition
and different numbers of SPs. Initially we identified different fiber networks
(mainly Öppna Stadsnäts) operated by various NPs in each municipality, as
well as a number of the main competitors offering equal services (specifically
focusing on 10/10 Mbps symmetric broadband access via fiber, since this
access speed is available in most areas in Sweden) in the same fiber networks.
Then we collected the service details (e.g. service price, binding period, notice
period, etc.) of each SP for different fiber networks via the NPs’ websites. We
compared the service details in each municipality with the information that
was provided at each SP’s own website. Specifically, the service price was
collected and calculated depending on what business model each NP was
following. Two major models were identified. For model 1 the NP charges a
network connection fee to SPs, which of course is passed on to the end users;
hence the service prices found on the SPs’ websites were considered. Whereas
for model 2, the NP directly charges end users a network connection fee,
hence the final price is the sum of the service fee available on SPs’ websites
plus the connection fee found on NPs’ websites. Nevertheless, the substance
does not really change. Moreover, campaign prices were not considered in
either case. Instead, the original price for subscribing for the same service was
used in order to treat each SP equally. Afterwards for unmatched or unclear
information, we double-checked via the municipal websites (including
municipal owned utilities) and contacts, to verify the information. All the
details collected were the latest information for the second half year of 2012.
•

Other data sources
To clear up some of the contradictions in the price details and to ensure the
information we collected is correct, we verified it through contacts with key
players from stadsnät, NPs and SPs, municipalities and power utilities, as well
as with the PTS.

3.3.2

Applied Tools

This subsection describes the details of the tools used for storing the data and for
the data analysis.
3.3.2.1 Tools for data storage
The collected data was originally stored in Excel sheets until it was realized that
this method would not be sufficient stable and secure enough for large-scale storage
or future updates to this collection of data. For this reason a database was established
and stored on a local server with a suitable configuration. The collected data was
saved as a .csv formated file and imported into a MySQL™ open source database with
Python™ scripts. The application phpMyAdmin was used for administration of the
database. Figure 3-2 illustrates the phpMyAdmin web interface to our database.
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Figure 3-2: Scrreenshot of tthe phpMyA
Admin GUI to our databbase

3.3..2.2 Tools for data an
nalysis
ms available for statisstical analys
ysis. Stata® was
There are a number of program
seleected as thhe main tool in this study, duee to its strrong capabbilities for data
mannagement, and
a compattibility withh ODBC * and
a SQL † . It providess the necesssary
statiistical analyysis, and offfers a user-ffriendly inteerface. How
wever, it cannnot import data
from
m multiple sheets
s
(with
hout startingg with a cleear dataset) and bcausee a large dattaset
conttaining all the
t needed variables ffrom our different sourrces is esseential, Pytho
on™
scrippts were written
w
to load the desirred set of data
d
from our
o MySQL
L™ database and
merrge it in to a dataset (eeven in the existing wo
ork set) in Stata
S ®, alonng with detaailed
infoormation abbout the attributes. M
Matlab® wass also used
d as an auxxiliary tooll for
benchmarking.

*
†

OD
DBC – Opeen Database Connectiviity [69]
SQ
QL – Structuured Query Language [[70]
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4 Analysis and Results
Given the expected extensive benefits of FTTH deployment, this chapter relates
the theoretical framework to the empirical data for the analysis of the indirect socioeconomic benefit of FTTH penetration, with respect of population evolution and
network service price, by means of econometric models.
Extending the logical boundaries of an overall positive impact of broadband
development on various dimensions of the society and economy, it is rational to
propose the hypotheses that: The promotion and utilization of FTTH infrastructure
would enhance the attractiveness of a municipality, particularly in terms of increased
population change; and an FTTH network open to several market players leads to
reduced Internet service prices. The hypotheses are tested in the following sections.

4.1 Population Evolution
The trend of population evolution is affected by various factors, which may
influence the attractiveness of a municipality. One of these factors could be the
availability of fiber infrastructure – as we argued in section 2.2, that more fiber can
lead to more job opportunities and better social welfare, which are important to attract
people to move into a municipality and to discourage people from moving out. The
hypotheses to be tested are formally stated as:
: FTTH penetration does not contribute to the population evolution in
Sweden.
: FTTH penetration does contribute to the population evolution in Sweden.
The evolution of population size is considered to have a tendency to continue in a
trend, unless something else happens[71] , i.e.:

=
Equation 4.1

is a factor defining the linear trend, and tends to be ( −

Where

)/ .

This trend may be influenced by various factors, such as tax rate, economic
situation in the region, etc. The effect of these factors can be considered as
contributing to the increase or decrease of the population, which therefore would be
translated into an exponential term in our equation:

=

+

+ ⋯+
Equation 4.2

By taking the logarithm on both sides of the equation, a simplified model is
obtained:
∆

,(

)

=

−

=

∆

,(

)

+

+

+ ⋯+

+
Equation 4.3

Where is the municipality id and equals 1, 2, 3, ... 290
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= 2010,

= 2007,

= 10

∆

,(

)

is the population change between year 2007-2010 in municipality
.

∆

,(

)

is the population change in the past 10 years, from year 1998 to 2007
in municipality .

ε

is an error term, which is the sum of all possible unknown factors that
were not taking into account in this model.
are other various (influential) factors that have an impact on the
indicator
are the parameters (to be optimized by the OLS) which quantify the
impact of the respective factors .

As population size has a tendency to continue its trend as per Equation 4.1, a
regression was obtained from the simplified Equation 4.3 using only the regressor
∆ ,(
) . We have population change over the past 10 years ( = 10, which is the
data that only available) as a measure of a relatively medium-long term trend, to
predate the trend of population evolution that a municipality is have at this moment,
which is beyond the short-term shocks/advances that may have impact on that. The
results are shown in Table 4-1.
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Tab
ble 4-1: Regrression: Pop
pulation Chaange 2007-2010 vs. Popu
ulation Chaange 1998-20
007

Where:
SSS
ddf
M
MS
R
Root MSE
R
R-squared
t stat
pp-value
L
Log_popchannge_07to10
D
Delta_pop_1998to2007
__cons

Sum of Squuares
degrees of freedom
Mean of Suum of Squares (RMS)
Root Meann Squared Errror
The amounnt of variancee of Y explaiined by X
Significancce level, greaater than 1.96
6 (95% confi
fidence)
Two-tailedd probability,, lower than 0.05 (coefficcient is not 0)
∆ ,(
)
∆ ,(
)
Intercept, a constant vaalue

As can be seen fro
om Table 44-1, those municipaliti
m
es which saaw a growtth in
ween 1998 to 2007 haave a tendeency to rem
main in thatt positive trrend:
poppulation betw
speccifically, a 10% population increease over th
he 10 yearss between 1998 and 2007
2
(Deelta_pop_19998to2007) is correlatted with 2.9% (= coef. 0.29 10% ) positive
grow
wth in the population between 22007 and 20
010 (Log_p
popchange__07to10), which
w
bothh represent a roughly 0.97% incrrease per yeear. If thing
gs do not chhange, then
n the
poppulation chaange is expeected to folllow this tren
nd, but as we
w mentioneed before, there
t
are disruptive factors whiich may chhange that trend.
t
Thesee factors, aamong all th
hose
i
inn the modeel are deterrmined by a comprom
mise
posssible, chosen to be included
betw
ween accuraacy of the model,
m
and tthe availabiility, reliabiility and acccuracy of faactor
meaasurements. Since we want to seee the popu
ulation chan
nge betweenn and , only
timee-varying faactors are reelevant to bbe included: specifically
y, factors thhat are chan
nging
*
betw
ween ( − ) and ( − ), wheree is the delay
d
for th
he effects too show up . We
beliieve that onee of these faactors is fibber penetratiion, as given
n by the Eqquation 4.4.
∆

,(

)

=

−

=

∙∆

,(

)

+

∙

,

+

+⋯+

+

Equation
n 4.4

Where

,

is the fibeer penetratioon in the mu
unicipality in year

= 2007.

*

Allthough it is not neceessarily thee best guide for the selection
s
off the factorrs to
incllude, it noneetheless red
duces the rissk of leaving
g out signifiicant factorss.
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Ideally, wee should include a chaanging fiberr here betw
ween ( − ) and ( − ),
wever, as daata for fiberr penetration
n is only avvailable starrting
whiich is 2004--2007. How
from
m 2007 andd is differen
ntly definedd after 2009
9 (as mentio
oned in Chaapter 3.3.1), the
amoount of fiberr penetratio
on is assumeed in the mo
odel to be a new develoopment in 2007
2
and the effects of fiber is about
a
to shoow up in th
he next 3 years; howeveer, this doess not
say that fiber had
h not beeen deployedd earlier thaan 2007. It is a roughh approximaation
thatt is not too unreasonab
u
le, because in fact fibeer has been only recenttly deployed on
a laarge scale. Nonetheless
N
, even if theere was som
me fiber thrree years prrior to 2007, the
fibeer potential is more heavily explooited in 200
07 than 2004, and as IC
CT servicess are
invoolving morre rapidly later,
l
we ccan expect that there were morre services and
applications thaat took advaantage of fibber than theey were in 2004.
2
In the folloowing subseection we eexamine wh
hat the effecct of fiber ppenetration is
i on
poppulation evoolution. We will separat
ately measurre the impact of FTTH
H on workpllaces
and residentiall units (as we have aavailable daata for both
h), and thee coefficien
nt of
variiables
wiill be given
n respectiveely as
fo
or variable at workpllaces and for
variiable at reesidential places.
4.1..1

Workp
places

We hypothhesize a hig
gh fiber pennetration am
mong workp
places will llead to a higher
prodductivity annd more job
bs being avvailable, wh
hich naturallly would aattract peoplle to
movve to this municipality.
m
We say that
t
∆ ,(
ble that in
ndicates hoow attractiv
ve a
) is a prroxy variab
munnicipality has
h been up
p until now
w. From Table
T
4-2 we
w can seee the statisstical
signnificance off ∆ ,(
’s
s
ability
to
predict
pop
pulation
ev
olution betw
ween 2007 and
)
2010 increasess when fibeer penetratioon at work
kplaces is in
ncluded as an explanaatory
variiable. Seconndly, we ob
bserve thatt , has a positive im
mpact, speccifically a 10%
highher fiber penetration in
n workplacees in 2007 (F
FN_workplace_2007) leads - all other
o
thinngs being equal
e
- to a 0.26% (= coef. 0.0256 10% ) improvved populaation
evolution (Logg_popchange_07to10), with a 95%
% confidence interval (00.17% and 0.34%
A
observved that thee coefficien
nt of determ
mination
(Ras sshown in thhe table). Also
squaared in the table), which as a meaasure of thee degree of variance[677] explained by
the model Equaation 4.3 is 0.76.
Tab
ble 4-2: Regrressing Resu
ults: Populattion Evolutiion 2007-201
10 vs. FTTH
H Penetratio
on
20077 at Workpllaces and Po
opulation Ch
hange 1998--2007
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When conssidering wh
hich other sppecific facto
ors can expllain why annd in which way
the municipalitty is attractiive, in orderr to compleete the modeel and to inccrease the value
v
of
, the deegree of Urbanization
U
n and the share of people
p
com
mmuting in
nto a
munnicipality inn 2007 are taaken into acccount. Thee equation now becomees:
∆

,(

)

=

−

=

∙∆

,(

)

+

∙ ′, +

∙

,

+

∙

,

+

Equation
n 4.5

Where:
= 2007
′,

is thhe fiber penettration at woorkplaces in the
t municipaality in yearr
is thhe Urbanizatiion degree off municipalitty in the year

,
,

.

.

mmuting into the municipaality in the year
is thhe number off people com

.

From Tablle 4-3, it iss clear thatt fiber peneetration at workplacess is statisticcally
signnificant withh a t-stat off 4.05, whichh together with
w other factors,
f
show
w that nearlly 80%
degrree of variaation ( ) in
n populationn change from year 2007 to 2010 is explaineed by
the explanatoryy variables in the moodel. The esstimated paarameters ar
are given beelow
alonng with theiir 95% conffidence interrvals.
=

.

± .

=

.

± .

=

.

± .

=

.

± .

=− .

± .

Tab
ble 4-3: Regrressing Resu
ults: Populattion Evolutiion 2007-201
10 on FTTH
H Penetratio
on
20077 at Workpllaces and 3 other
o
factorrs
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It can be noticed
n
in Table 4-3 tthat when the
t two new
w variabless (Urbanization,
Incoommuting_share_2007
7) were addded to the regression the
valuue increasees to
0.800; while thee addition of
o the otherr two variab
bles contribu
uted a smalll change in
n the
vvalue. To figure out wh
hy and to veerify the ind
dependence of the variaables utilizeed in
the regression, a Pearson correlationn is tested in
n Table 4-4
4. In this tabble one can
n see
thatt all correlaations are within
w
accepptance rang
ge, although
h the correllations betw
ween
Urbbanization and
a
the otther three other variaables are relatively
r
hhigher than the
dependence am
mong all otthers, whichh means th
he latter tw
wo additionaal variabless are
som
mewhat effected by thee other two.. This is un
nderstandable since an urbanized area
wouuld naturallyy attract additional peoople to mov
ve in. For th
hose not livving in the same
s
munnicipality, the
t more an
n area is uurbanized, the
t more people who would ten
nd to
com
mmute into the area beecause comppanies tend
d to be in urbanized
u
arreas, e.g. ciities.
Thee degree of Urbanizatio
U
on itself hass a direct efffect on pop
pulation chaange, and it also
imppacts the poopulation in
ndirectly thhrough FTT
TH, becausse a more urbanized area
wouuld tend too have mo
ore advancced technollogies deplloyed. Theerefore, succh a
munnicipality, which
w
was successful,
s
ccontinues to
o be successful in attraacting people to
it.
Table 4--4: Pearson Correlation
n of Populatiion Evolutio
on Regressioon Model

Fiber peneetration is not
n correlateed with the other indiccators as caan be seen from
f
a explained by fiber ppenetration, but
Table 4-4. Thiss proves thaat the effectts we see are
not by chance because fib
ber penetrattion is corrrelated with
h somethingg else, whicch in
hows
turnn is the trrue cause of the soccio-economic improveement. Figuure 4-1 sh
intuuitively the relationship
r
p of FTTH aand population evolutio
on as a red ffitted trend line.
Thee x-coordinaate is scaled by the F
FTTH penettration rate in 290 muunicipalities and
y-cooordinate reepresents the rate of thee population
n change fro
om year 20007 to 2010. The
sloppe of the redd fitted line is the coeff
fficient of FTTH penetrration ( ),, which shows a
posiitive relatioonship
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Figgure 4-1: Lin
near Predicttion of Popu
ulation Evolution 2007-2
2010 on FTT
TH Penetration
aat Workplaces

4.1..2

Residen
ntial placess

High-speedd broadban
nd connectiivity at ressidential places is a ggreat meritt for
indiividuals to consider
c
wh
hen moving into a resid
dential area.. The previoous analysiss has
show
wn that, municipaliti
m
ies with a 10% inccrease in fiber
f
penetr
tration at their
t
worrkplaces havve a tendency to have a population
n change th
hree years laater with 0.17%
posiitive growthh. We perfo
orm the sam
me type of regression analysis inn order to seee if
therre are similaar effects fo
or residentiaal places.
Based upoon the simp
plified regreession modeel given in Equation 44.3, we incclude
fibeer penetratioon at resideential placess in 2007 (i.e.,
(
′′ , ), as shown iin Table 4--5. It
turnns out that the
t fiber penetration att household
ds also has a significannt impact on
n the
poppulation chaange, with a 10% increease in FTT
TH penetratiion in residdential placees in
yearr 2007 (FN
N_household
ds_2007) leeads to a 0.18%
0
positive growthh in populaation
channge in 20100, with a hig
gh coefficiennt of determ
mination
of 75%.
Tab
ble 4-5: Reggressing Ressults: Popullation Evolu
ution 2007-2
2010 vs. FT
TTH Penetra
ation
20077 at Househ
holds and Po
opulation Ch
hange 1998--2007
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As mentiooned before,, ∆ ,(
hat explainss the attractivity
) is a casual variable th
of a municipaliity, it does not
n tell us w
why a municcipality is atttractive, buut it simply tells
us tthat it is attractive.
a
When
W
we include ad
dditional vaariables, foor instance, the
urbaanization inn addition to
o ∆ ,(
,
one
is
able
to see that a municipallity that is more
m
)
urbaanized attraacted moree people. IIn Table 4-6
4 we reg
gress with the degreee of
urbaanization annd the sharee of peoplee commuting into a mu
unicipality iin 2007, just as
we ddid in the previous section. The eqquation becomes:
∆

,(

)

=

−

=

∙∆

,(

)

+

∙ ′′ , +

∙

,

+

∙

,

+

Equation
n 4.6

Where ′′ , is the fib
ber penetrattion at resid
dential placces in the m
municipality
y in
yearr = 2007
7.
Tab
ble 4-6: Regrressing Resu
ults: Populattion Evolutiion 2007-201
10 on FTTH
H Penetratio
on
20077 at Househ
holds and 3 other
o
factorss

= .

± .

= .

± .

= .

± .

= .

± .

=− .

± .

As one cann see after including tthe latter tw
wo regresso
ors, the coeffficient of fiber
f
penetration at householdss is 0.013,, which is slightly lower (aboutt 30%) thaan at
worrkplaces whhere it was 0.017.
0
Is it because thee fiber peneetration in rresidential areas
a
is hhigher than in companiies? Lookinng at the corrrelation beetween FN w
workplacess and
FN residential places, we found the ttwo are high
hly correlated (coef. = 0.9618), ass can
be seen in Figure 4-3, where
w
the plot shows FN resid
dential placces =1.3 FN
worrkplaces. Thhe conclusiion is idenntical to thee hypothesiis 1 ( ) as FTTH does
posiitively conttribute to population
p
evolution, hence the null Hypoothesis ( ) is
rejeected based on a low p-value ( = 0.000) for coefficientts of fiber ppenetration (i.e.,
and
) att both work
kplaces andd residentiaal places, and
a the onlly differencce is
simpply the scalling factor.
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Figgure 4-2: Lin
near Predicttion of Popu
ulation Evolution 2007-2
2010 on FTT
TH Penetration
at R
Residential Places
P

F
Figure
4-3: Plot
P of FN R
Residential Places
P
vs. FN
N Workplacees

We observve that som
me municipaalities havee a more positive
p
poppulation gro
owth
trennd than otheers. The cau
use for the ppopulation in a municiipality to inncrease betw
ween
20007 and 2010 is the net amouunt of peo
ople migraating into municipality i
(
,(
~
) ) and the number of new births ( ,(
~
) ), subtrracting the total
deatths ( ,(
2], as shownn in Equatio
on 4.7. We analyze
a
thesse in detail.
~
) ) [72
∆

,( − )

=

,(

~

)

+

,(

~

)

−

,(

~

)

Equation
n 4.7
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Where:
∆

,(

,(

4.1.3

is the population change of municipality between 2007 and
2010.

)

~

)

is the total excess of migration into municipality in the years
2008, 2009, and 2010.

,(

~

)

is the total births in municipality in years 2008, 2009, and
2010.

,(

~

)

is the total deaths in municipality in years 2008, 2009, and
2010*.

Excess of Migration

According to Statistics Sweden, Excess of migration[74] is defined as the
difference between immigration and emigration, i.e., the net number of people
migrating into a municipality. This may explain the population change to a great
extent. Taking the same indicators ∆ ,(
),
, , and
, in the regression, we have
a similar model to that shown in Equation 4.8.
,(

~

)

=

∙∆

,( − )

+

∙

,

+

∙

,

+

∙

,

+
Equation 4.8

The results of the regression are summarized in

*

The death rate was not available at the time of performing the analysis. Besides, it is
the 2nd lowest in the world[73] and is therefore not considered further in this analysis.
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Table 4-7 and in Table 4-8 for fiber penetration at work places and residential
places (respectively). We can see that the impact on excess migration is explained by
the model with approximately 58% of variance. The estimated parameters are given
below along with their 95% confidence interval, with
representing the coefficient
of variable at workplaces and
representing the coefficient of variable at
residential places.
= 0.012 ± 0.007

= 0.009 ± 0.006

= 0.127 ± 0.019

= 0.128 ± 0.019

= 0.013 ± 0.011

= 0.014 ± 0.011

= 0.026 ± 0.018

= 0.027 ± 0.018

= −0.007 ± 0.008

= −0.008 ± 0.007
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Tab
ble 4-7: Reggressing Ressults: Excesss of Migra
ation 2008-2
2010 on FTT
TH Penetra
ation
20077 at Workpllaces and 3 other
o
factorrs

Tab
ble 4-8: Regrressing Resu
ults: Excess of Migratio
on 2008-2010
0 on FTTH P
Penetration
n
20077 at Househ
holds and 3 other
o
factorss

These regrression resu
ults tell us that statisttically the FTTH
F
peneetration in both
worrkplaces andd residential places havve a significcant impact on the exceess of migraation,
withh every 10%
% increase in FTTH peenetration in
n 2007 leadiing to 0.12%
% of increasse in
exceess of migrration at wo
orkplaces aand 0.09% of increase in excess of migratio
on at
houuseholds in the next th
hree years. This can be
b explained
d as workpplaces that have
h
acceess to fiber are able to employ moore people (as
( argued in
i chapter 22), the increeased
job opportunitiies will lead
d to more ppeople moviing to thosee municipaliities. In parrallel
peopple are alsoo happy to move
m
to ressidential plaaces where householdss have accesss to
fibeer. Because these two are
a highly ccorrelated we
w cannot separate
s
thee two variab
bles.
Figuure 4-4 annd Figure 4-5 illustraate the lin
near predicttion of thee share off net
imm
migration att workplacees and at reesidential pllaces respecctively. Thee dots show
w the
exceess migratioon and the red
r linear fi
fitted lines predict
p
the trends
t
basedd upon the fiber
f
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penetration in the
t two sepaarate types of places.

Figure 4-44: Linear Prrediction of Excess of Migration
M
on FTTH Pennetration at
Workplacess

Figure 4-55: Linear Prrediction of Excess of Migration
M
on FTTH Pennetration at
Householdss

The originnal trend of population
p
growth wass considered
d in the regr
gression because
we believe it has a positive influennce on the number of people m
moving into
o the
munnicipality duuring the neext couple oof years. Th
he results sh
hown in botth tables pro
oved
thatt this trend dominates the
t trend off excess of migration with
w high ssignificance at a
leveel of approxximately 13
3%. This is because those who moved into thhe municipality
are the main constituent
c
of populatiion change beyond thee number oof births (m
minus
deatths), and thhese ones wh
ho already moved into
o and settled
d down in th
the municipality
mayy attract theeir families or relativess to move to
o this muniicipality, whhich leads to
t an
incrrease in the amount of excess
e
of m
migration.
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The statisttics also in
ndicate thatt the degreee of urban
nization of a municipality
natuurally attraccts more miigrants to m
move in, an
nd similarly
y, a municippality that more
m
peopple are reguularly traveelling to, leaads to a hig
gher probab
bility that thhese commu
uters
willl settle theree as residentts.
4.1..4

Birth Rate
R

High numbbers of foreign citizenns and fam
mily building
g are interrrelated in many
m
casees, because most immigrant grouups tend to have a higher birth raate shortly after
imm
migration too Sweden[7
75]. Thereffore the pro
oportion off foreignerss (i.e., , ) is
inclluded in Eqquation 4.9. As one cann see in this model thee degree off urbanizatio
on is
no llonger incluuded, as we observed noo significan
nt correlation with birthh rate.
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Equation
n 4.9

Where:
,

is the proportion
n of foreignners in the municipality
m
y in year

= 2007.

Table 4-9 and
a Table 4-10
4
presentt the regression resultss of Birth R
Rate at work
k and
residential placces, the resu
ulting coeffiicient with their
t
95% co
onfidence innterval are:
= 0.006 ± 0.002

= 0.005 ± 0.00 2

= 0.048 ± 0.005

= 0.049 ± 0.00 5

= 0.016 ± 0.005

= 0.017 ± 0.0005

= 0.019
9 ± 0.014

= 0.021
0
± 0.0114

= 0.027 ± 0.001

= 0.027 ± 0.00 1

Tab
ble 4-9: Regrressing Resu
ults: Birth R
Rate 2008-20
010 on FTTH
H Penetratioon 2007 at
Worrkplaces and
d 3 other factors
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Tab
ble 4-10: Reggressing Ressults: Birth R
Rate 2008-2
2010 on FTT
TH Penetrattion 2007 at
Hou
useholds and
d 3 other facctors

One can seee that all th
he listed inddicators are significantlly influencinng the birth
h rate
trennd by the 955% confiden
nce interval,, and the mo
odel explain
ns the data w
with
= 0.70.
As for fiber penetration
p
, a 10% iincrease in fiber peneetration at workplaces or
0
or 0.005% increasse in
residential placces in 2007 is respectivvely correlatted with a 0.06%
birthh rate in thhe following
g three yeaars. This caan be interp
preted as plaaces with more
m
fibeer attract more
m
peoplee in the biirth-giving age group.. In a receent research
h on
Sweedish FTTH
H deploymeents * wheree interview
ws in a sam
mple municiipality – Säffle
werre carried ouut, fiber had
d been instaalled in all public
p
housing in the m
municipality,, and
the intervieweees saw that having fibeer attracted more youn
ng people too live there[[76].
As anecdotal evidence,
e
itt was obserrved that vacancies
v
in
n the publicc housing were
w
filleed after fibber was insstalled. Thee regression
n result su
upports the claim thatt the
avaiilability of a high-speeed access coonnection (ssuch as FTT
TH) affects people’s ch
hoice
of rresidence[7,,31]; which
h suggests thhat instead of having empty houssing or hou
using
withh older peoople that deeploying fibber would attract
a
youn
ng people tto move in and
have children in a relattively short
rt term. An
nother persspective is that high--tech
com
mpanies, whhich typically attract yoounger peo
ople to work
k for them, tend to benefit
morre than aveerage from fiber deplooyment. So
ome people in this yooung age grroup
wouuld tend to move to a municipalitty in order to reduce th
heir commuuting, and these
t
youung people would
w
tend to
t have chilldren.
A higher birth
b
rate could
c
be m
mediated thrrough higheer employm
ment rate[4]]. In
otheer words, fiber
f
contriibutes to thhe success of companies (e.g. rreducing costs,
impproving quaality of com
mmunicationns) so they are able to employ m
more people[[71],
and the conseqquent increased disposaable incomee may make it more afffordable to have
h
chilldren.
One can allso see that a 10% incrrease in the proportion of foreigneers in 2007 lead
to a 0.21% inncrease in birth rate in the nex
xt three yeears, whichh confirms that
imm
migration byy foreigners tends to bbe correlateed with a higher
h
rate of childbeaaring
shorrtly after immigration
n. It shouldd be noted
d that thosee who havve not acqu
uired
citizzenship incllude child foreigners
f
w
who may bu
uild families and continnue to resid
de in
Sweeden[77,78]].
*

A study on four
f
Swedissh municip al FTTH networks,
n
in
n which thee author off this
thessis assisted in
i the data collection.
c
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Figure 4-66 and Figure 4-7 show
w the effect of fiber penetrationn on birth rate
grapphically. Thhe points reepresent eaach municip
pality (290 in total), thhe x-coordiinate
show
ws the munnicipality’s fiber penettration in 2007,
2
and th
he y-coordiinate showss the
birthh rate channge between
n 2008 and 2010. The red fitted line
l
represeents the mod
del’s
foreecast, and thhe slope of the
t fitted linne are the coefficients
c
of FTTH peenetration, with
= 0.006 inn Figure 4-6
6 and
= 0.005 in Fiigure 4-7.

Figure 4-6: Linear Pred
diction of B irth Rate on
n FTTH Pen
netration at Workplacess

Figgure 4-7: Lin
near Predicttion of Birth
h Rate on FT
TTH Penetrration at Ressidential Pla
aces

It is worthh mentioning
g that the suum of the coefficients
c
of fiber peenetration in
n the
casee of excesss of migrattion ( = 0.012 ± 0.007,
= 0.009 ± 0. 006) and birth
b
ratee ( = 0.006 ± 0.002
2,
= 0.00
05 ± 0.002
2) are rough
hly equal too the coefficcient
of ppopulation change
c
from
m 2007 to 20010 ( = 0.017 ± 0.0
008,
= 00.013 ± 0.0
007),
resppectively att working places
p
and rresidential places. Thiis essentiallly confirmss our
moddel as statedd in Equatio
on 4.7.
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4.2 Competition and Price of Internet Service
In the previous sections one can already see that fiber penetration has a
significant impact on population evolution, especially in terms of excess of migration.
Looking at why people want to move to a municipality, the explanation goes beyond
fiber penetration per se: possibly the open access model, which goes hand in hand
with fiber deployment in Sweden, leads to lower prices due to competition which
indirectly makes a municipality more attractive. Price is a crucial factor that directly
affects broadband adoption. This could in turn also implicitly affect the economy and
society. Therefore, we investigated the price of Internet service (specifically
symmetric 10/10 Mbps Internet access, as it is the mostly accessed speed in Sweden)
and the effect of competition in fiber networks across the country.
Open access is an open market. In light of basic market economics, more service
providers in the fiber-based open market increase the competition, which will
accordingly lead to better offers and lower prices. Therefore we set out (see
Hypothesis 2) to verify whether price indeed is lower when there are more ISPs in the
market providing fiber-based Internet services, with respect to the market disciplines.
Hypothesis 2: Competition and Price of Internet Service
: More SPs competing in a FTTH open network does not lower the price of
10/10Mbps fiber-based Internet services in Sweden.
: More SPs competing in a FTTH open network does lower the price of
10/10Mbps fiber-based Internet services in Sweden.
The estimated model is:
,

=

+

∙

,

+

+ …+

+
Equation 4.10

Where:
= 2012
is the municipality ID and equals 1,2,3,……290
is the to date lowest price of subscribing to fiber-based high-speed Internet
services (with 10/10 Mbps or above) in the municipality in 2012.

,

,

is the number of ISPs that is presenting on the fiber network with high-speed
Internet services (with 10/10Mbps or above) in the municipality in 2012.
is the error term, which is the sum of all possible unknown factors that were not
taking into account in this model.

Regressing the simplest model given in Equation 4.10 with the only explanatory
variable
, one can see the robust relation between price and the number of ISPs.
,
As shown in Table 4-11, the price that ISPs charge for every subscription decreases
statistically significantly with an increase in the number of ISPs (t-stat = -9.78) as
expected. The price that the model predicts is 250.97 SEK per month if there is only
one ISP present in the market; each additional SP leads to a 8.08 SEK per month (with
a 95% Confidence Interval from 9.71 to 6.45 SEK per month) decrease in lowest price
from the base line. From
one can estimate that 41% of the variance in price can
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alreeady be expllained by th
he number oof ISPs.
The equiliibrium pricee is dependdent upon the
t agreemeent betweenn the seller and
buyyer, due to the
t interaction betweenn supply an
nd demand. The regreession show
wn in
Table 4-11 is based
b
upon the lowestt prices of 10/10 Mbps services ssubscription
n via
fibeer/fiber LAN
N, offered by
b different ISPs who are
a competin
ng in the oppen-access fiber
f
netw
works (i.e. mostly Öpp
pna Stadsnäät in our caase). These networks aare operated
d by
variious NPs. One
O can see that it is a hhighly comp
petitive fibeer-seller maarket, and th
his is
in line with thhe open marrket principple: the more sellers (ii.e. SPs) coompeting in
n the
marrket, the loower the price
p
offereed by SPs as a strategy to attrract and reetain
subsscribers.
For compaarison, the lowest pricee of symmeetrical 10/10
0 Mbps servvices offered by
natiional vertically integraated operatoors was ap
pproximately
y 280 SEK
K per montth in
2012 [79], which is higherr than our esstimated priice level in Sweden.
Tab
ble 4-11: Rob
bust Regression: Price vvs. Number of ISPs

On the othher hand, thee populationn change off a municipaality in the past 10 yeaars is
a rough meassure of thee attractiveeness and dynamicity
y of a muunicipality. We
hyppothesize thaat its resideents are morre broadban
nd inclined, therefore m
more discerrning
wheen choosingg an Internett service proovider; hen
nce there is more
m
compeetitive presssure.
Poppulation chaange (i.e., Delta_popch
D
hange_2011 in the tablee) is includeed as a poteential
explanatory vaariable (∆ ,((
he model, and
a the regression resuults obtained
d are
) ) in th
show
wn in Tablee 4-12. Thesse results suupports our hypothesis that the moore dynamicc the
poppulation in a municipaality, the grreater the competitive
c
pressure oon the supp
plier,
hence the moree favorable price
p
subscrribers can get.
g
One can seee that the tw
wo instrum
mental variab
bles can exp
plain 43.5%
% of the variance
(as
= 0.435
5) in price, but there iss still a lot of variance that remainns unexplaiined.
To improve thhe model and
a
to raisse the
value,
v
we introduce m
more variab
bles.
work proviiders (NPs)) are a big stakeholdeer in the vaalue chain of open acccess
Netw
netw
work, thereffore we willl consider thheir effect.
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Tab
ble 4-12: Rob
bust Regressing Resultss: Price 2012
2 vs. Numbeer of ISPs 20012 and
Pop
pulation Chaange 2002-20
011

A NP in thhe open access networrk model iss the business actor thhat operatess the
activve infrastruucture overr a fixed period con
ntract with a physicaal infrastruccture
provvider (PIP). As already
y introducedd in section 2.3.2, the NP
N in the oppen access value
v
chaiin pays a monthly
m
con
nnection feee to the PIP
P, and receiives revenuue from SPss for
eachh subscriberr that an SP
P sells a subsscription to.
Sometimess the PIP iss also playss the role of
o NP. This may also affect the price
p
becaause we beelieve that the
t PIP norrmally is a local comp
pany that iss owned by
y the
munnicipality or possibly by
b other uttility, such as a powerr distributioon utility. These
T
com
mpanies are generally small, hencce there aree small econ
nomies of sscale. They
y are
alsoo local and generally have
h
little IC
CT-specific competence. As a connsequence, their
t
OPE
EX may bee higher thaan the OPEX
X of largerr national professional
p
l NP compaanies
suchh as Opennet, iTux, Zittius, etc., beecause the latter
l
compaanies may rrun hundred
ds of
swittches ratherr than dozen
ns of switchhes, and hen
nce they caan afford to have perso
onnel
thatt knows the equipment very well – thus they can
c fix netw
work probleems in less time,
t
optiimize their network, in
ntroduce neew technolo
ogies, etc. The
T resultinng lower OP
PEX
mayy be passedd on to the SPs
S who in turn pass it
i on to the end users iin the form of a
low
wer monthlyy service priice. For all of these reeasons we decided
d
to include varrious
NP flags in the model.
The NP fllags are giv
ven to the main NPs operating in the Sweedish municcipal
work markeet according
g to our coll ected Stadssnät list, alo
ong with thee flag PIPNP
P for
netw
the case wheree the PIP is also operatting in the market
m
as a NP. The NPP flags incllude:
OpeenNet, iTuxx, Telia (sta
adsnät), Zittius, ViaEurropa, Quad
dracom, Bigggnet, Open
nbit,
and PIP/NP, as
a well as Others
O
repre senting netw
works operated by othher small NP
Ps in
the extended model.
m
As shown in Table 4--13, the
coefficient of determin
nation raisees to 51% when
w
the NP flags arre added. As
A a result oof robust reg
gression, thee instrumenntal NP variiable
v
NPss was founnd to contrribute significantly in explaining
g the
iTuxx among various
degrree of variaation with a statisticallyy high signifficance (t-sttat = -9.43)..
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Tab
ble 4-13: Rob
bust Regression Resultss: Given NP Flags

This regreession resullt tells us tthat iTux iss able to offer
o
a loweer price to SPs
com
mpared withh other NPss. In this w
way SPs wo
ould be ablle to chargge less for their
t
servvices to theeir subscrib
bers. From Table 4-13
3 one can observe thhat in netw
works
operrated by iTu
ux, SP pricees tend to bee lower (at 28.35 SEK per month, all other th
hings
beinng equal). Part
P of thiss could be eexplained by
b the long
ger contractt periods off the
servvice packagge details of the differrent NPs viia Stadsnät. Normally consumerss are
bouund for a fixxed contractt period (vaaring from 0 to 18 mon
nths) when subscribing
g for
Inteernet servicees via Stadssnät. Meanw
while, subsccribers are not
n allowedd to cancel their
conttract immeddiately, but must inforrm their con
ntractor earlier (typicallly 3 month
hs or
morre) if they would
w
like to terminatte their conttract or sub
bscribe to an
another SP. This
meaans subscribbers are bou
und for at lleast 3 mon
nths even iff they wish to subscrib
be to
anotther SP afteer the first second of bbeing conneected. The contract
c
perriod for iTu
ux is
12 tto 18 monthhs, with a 3-month
3
nootice period of termination. Thesee are among
g the
highhest duratioons of any NP.
N This alloows iTux to
o offer lowerr prices, beccause they have
h
a longer periodd of guaranteed revenuee from the subscribers.
s
On the othher hand, TeliaSonera
T
is the largest provider (i.e., theyy have the most
m
marrket share). They offer higher pricces than aveerage. Yet considering iits strong brand
and long-standding good reeputation, allthough it always
a
offerrs a relativeely higher price,
p
theiir loyal custtomers conttinue to buyy services from
fr
them, as
a they havve a high deegree
of ssatisfaction.. TeliaSoneera offers ddifferent fiber networks to meet th
their custom
mers’
speccific demannds, i.e. Telia Stadsnäät and Telia
a Öppen fiber
fi ®. Teliaa Stadsnät was
introoduced in thhe previouss regressionn. This NP seems not to
o significanttly contribu
ute to
low
wer prices. Here
H
we intrroduce anotther detailed regression
n particularrly for the Telia
T
®
Öpppen fiber ; differentiatted as Teliaa Öppenfibeer Lägenheet for apartm
ments and Telia
T
Öpppenfiber Villla for singlle homes, foor these offeering prices are consideerably different,
arguuably becauuse of the hiigher installlation costs..
Table 4-144 shows the robust lineear regressio
on within Telia
T
Öppenn fiber netw
work.
Onee can see thhat the sign
nificance off Telia Öppeenfiber Läg
genhet is sttatistically high
(t-sttat = -8.46), yet instead
d of saying that subscrribing to Tellia Öppenfibber Lägenh
het is
bettter than subbscribing to Telia Öppeenfiber Villla, the subscription cosst of subscrriber
livinng in a Läggenhet woulld be lower than for a subscriber living in a Villa wheree the
Teliia Öppen fiber
fi
networrk is presennt. One may
y also noticce that the nnumber of ISPs
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becoomes less significant
s
and
a the indiicator of po
opulation ch
hange (in thhe last 10 yeears)
is nnot present in this taable becausse it is no longer sig
gnificant. T
This is because
TeliiaSonera moostly offers the same leevel of pricce to variou
us SPs whenn present in
n any
lägeenhet or villla, withoutt geographiic or region
nal differencces. The onnly differencce is
thatt the price level
l
on average is sliightly lowerr via Telia Öppenfiberr Lägenhet than
via Telia Öppeenfiber Villla, simply bbecause thee installation cost in a lägenhet (i.e.,
aparrtment) is lower than for
f in a villla (i.e., sing
gle home). Having
H
a sttrong brand
d and
loyaal customerr base mean
ns that TeliaaSonera is not
n necessarrily competting with otthers
in a price war, consequenttly the numb
mber of ISPs available via
v Telia Öpppenfiber is less
and the compeetition less pronounced
p
d, with everry additionaal ISP offeriing servicess via
Teliia Öppenfibber, the consumers beenefit by a 2.5 SEK reduction iin the mon
nthly
subsscription fee, as presen
nted in Figur
ure 4-8.
Tab
ble 4-14: Rob
bust Regression Resultss: via Telia Öppen
Ö
Fiber

To explainn the outliers, it is interresting to seee which is the SP givees a lower price.
p
Loooking at thhe Figure 4-8, in whhich x-coorrdinate sho
ows the nuumber of ISPs
pressenting in thhe Telia Öpp
penfiber neetwork, and the y-coord
dinate repressents the low
west
pricce that is offfered by theese ISPs. We found Bix
xia is presen
nt elsewheree, but for alll the
munnicipalities that have the lowest prices, it is Bixia th
hat is preseent. In conttrast,
AllT
Tele alwayss has a higher price of 299 SEK/m
month for viillas, so if thhere is no other
o
com
mpetitor, thee price will stay high. Additionallly, T3, Bred
dband2, annd others do
o not
offeer lower pricce, as they tend
t
to offeer the same price
p
for alll municipaliities where they
are present in the Telia Öppenfiber
Ö
nnetwork. As
A it happen
ns these twoo operators (T3
and Bredband22) have a relatively higgher price th
han others.
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Figure 4-8:: Linear Preediction of P
Price vs. num
mber of ISPss via Telia Ö
Öppen Fiberr

In our studdy we found
d there is a ddiscrepancy
y, which cleaarly indicatees that theree are
com
mpletely diffferent con
nditions in different municipalitties. In Sw
weden the 290
munnicipalities are grouped
d to 21 regiions (Län). We assumeed that diffeerent condittions
(e.gg. economiees of scale,, demograpphic differen
nce, urbanization degrree, technology
development, and
a regionaal authoritiees’ cooperaation, etc.) in differentt regions might
m
alsoo have varioous degreess of impact on price, therefore
t
Reegional deppendent facctors
werre considered interestiing indicattors that might
m
drive the price up/down. The
regrression resuult is shown in Table 4- 15.
Tab
ble 4-15: Rob
bust Regression Resultss: Given Län
n Flags

The result suggests th
hat regionss such as Västernorrla
V
ands Län aand Stockho
olms
Län
n have statisstically con
ntributed to driving up the price of
o Internet sservice via fiber
f
netw
works.
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Considerinng the correelations am
mong the reg
gressors as shown in T
Table 4-16, if a
munnicipality belongs to Stockholms
S
Län, then it tends to have a 12..42 SEK/m
month
highher price, buut the popu
ulation channge rate of the
t municip
pality wouldd compensaate to
reduuce the price somewhat. Most munnicipalities have higherr rate of poppulation chaange
thann Stockholm
ms Län as th
hey are mosstly urbanizzed to a greeat enough eextent that they
are attractive for
f people to
t move to, so the inccrease in prrice is actuually lower than
whaat we wouldd have expected for thee average in
n Stockholm Län becausse there is some
s
corrrelation witth populatio
on change rate. On th
he other hand, we notticed that iff we
rem
move the Stoockholm flag in the reggression, theen the popullation changge in the lasst 10
yearrs (i.e. nam
med delta_po
op_change__2011 in thee regression
n) becomes less signifiicant
withh a low signnificance (tt-stat= −1.3
33) due to the correlattion betweeen these facctors.
Morreover, it is statistically signnificant th
hat if a municipalitty belongss to
Vässternorrlandds Län, it teends to havve a 32.38 SEK/month
S
higher subbscription price.
p
Thiss is because municipaalities withinn Västernorrrlands Län
n that have fiber netw
works
are mainly onlyy open at th
he service llevel, as thee PIP also plays
p
the roole of NP (aas an
inteegrated PIPN
NP). Subscrribers pay a monthly network connection fee (i.e. an NP fee)
to thhe PIP in adddition to th
he service fe
fee. This NP
P fee is relattively high aand varies from
f
1699 SEK/montth (in Härn
nösand mun
unicipality) to 205 SEK
K/month (iin Örnsköld
dsvik
munnicipality), which
w
leadss to a higherr total Intern
net service expense in V
Västernorrlland.
Tab
ble 4-16: Peaarson Correlation of Priice Regressiion Model

Taking a loook at the reegression reesults presen
nted in Tablle 4-15, therre are still other
o
facttors that aree driving prices
p
whichh have not yet been explained,
e
bbut we obsserve
quitte a significcant impact due to the number off ISPs, whicch is basical
ally indepen
ndent
withhout being affected by the other ffactors. To draw
d
a robu
ust conclusiion, robust tests
werre done (see Appen
ndix A w
were residu
uals are normally
n
ddistributed and
mullticollinearitty is tested,) we presennt the final model
m
in Eq
quation 4.111.
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Equation 4.11

Where:
= 2012,

= 2011,

= 10

is the
t municipaality ID and eequals 1,2,3,……290
,

is the
t to date lowest pricee of subscribing to fibeer-based highh-speed Inteernet
servvices (with at
a least 10Mbbps or abovee) in the municipality inn 2012.
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is the number of ISPs that is presenting on the fiber network with high-speed
Internet services (with at least 10Mbps or above) in the municipality in 2012.

,

∆

,(

)

,

is the population change in the past 10 years, from year 2002 to 2011 in
municipality .
is a binary NP flag, in which 1 indicates that the network provider iTux is
presenting in the market in the municipality in 2012, whereas 0 means not
present.

,

is a regional binary flag, in which 1 indicates that municipality belongs to the
Västernorrlands Län while 0 means it does not.

,

is another regional binary flag, in which 1 indicates that the municipality
belongs to the Stockholms Län while 0 means it does not.
is the error term, which is the difference between what the model predicted and
what the actual measurement is.

Based upon the statistics of robust regression that were illustrated in Table 4-15,
the estimated parameters are then obtained as listed below with 95% confidence
intervals, with 57% variance ( = 0.5700, = 0.000) explained by the introduced
variables.
= 245.673 ± 9.681

= −6.933 ± 1.486

= −50.87 ± 39.352

= −25.731 ± 6.139

= 32.379 ± 10.372

ℎ

= 12.422 ± 9.624

One can now estimate that 245.67 SEK/month is the base line for monthly
subscription price of 10/10 Mbps fiber-based Internet service, with every additional
ISPs competing in a network lead to a reduction of 6.93 SEK/month from this base
line. A one percent increase in the rate of population change brings a decrease of
50.87 SEK/month. Moreover, the monthly cost would be 25.73 SEK/month lower
when subscribing via iTux’s fiber network. Furthermore, if the municipality one lives
in belongs to Västernörrlands Län, one pay an extra 32.38 SEK/month more than in
other regions, except for those living in Stockholms Län where an extra 12.42
SEK/month is charged on top of the base line. The variation in prices in these regions
is because the economies of scale and geographical conditions are different, which in
turn may influence the business models that are adopted (e.g. an externally contracted
NP or a municipality-owned NP) thereby causing a price variation.
Figure 4-9 displays a plot in which each point represents a fiber network (i.e.,
Stadsnät), where the x-coordinate indicates the number of ISPs that is offering the
same services in a network, and the y-coordinate indicates the lowest prices of among
these ISPs that are competing in the same network. The red fitted line exhibits a linear
prediction of our pricing model. One can observe graphically that the number of ISPs
via Stadsnät negatively affects the price of subscribing to fiber-based network
services, thus more ISPs competing in the same fiber network (i.e. Stadsnät) would
eventually benefit the consumers with a lower price. The prices in the network with
just one SP for the same service vary between 209 - 299 SEK per month, whereas the
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sam
me service in networkss with moree than 10 different
d
SP
Ps cost betw
ween 139 - 163
SEK
K per montth at most. If one com
mpares the lowest pricce deals, thhe differencce is
betw
ween 70 - 136 SEK perr month. A ccomparison
n between th
he most exppensive netw
work
withh only onee SP and the
t lowest priced op
ption in thee network with the most
m
com
mpetitors, giives a largee different oof 160 SEK
K/month, hence a higheer cost by 1920
1
SEK
K/year for the same service deppending on
n where on
ne lives. N
Note the acctual
meaasurement can
c be sligh
htly differennt from the prediction because theere are posssibly
speccific properrties of eacch individuaal price, wh
hich are no
ot modeled due to ran
ndom
flucctuations in prices, and
d the error variance iss minimized by the otther parameeters
considered in our
o model.

Figure 4-99: Linear Prediction of L
Lowest Pricce vs. Numbeer of ISPs viia Stadsnät

Is the pricce decreasin
ng (going ddown) becaause compettition puts pressure on
n all
busiiness sectorrs to reducee their pricees, or is the case that different
d
SPss have diffeerent
pricces and the probability
y of havingg a SP with
h a lower price presennt in networrk is
highher, meaninng a price deecrease is m
more probab
ble when th
here are a laarger numbeer of
operrators? We will perform
m a quick chheck of the average priice.
s from Figure 4-10 tthat on aveerage, all th
he SPs tendd to lower their
t
One can see
pricces when theere are more competitioons, and thee lowest priice availablee is going down
d
evenn more. Hence, we con
nclude that
in Hypothesis 2 is rejected, m
meaning price is
pushhed down due
d to the fact
f that theere is competitive pressure on SP s to lower their
t
pricce. The subsscribers thu
us have a brroader choice in terms of service price when
n the
num
mber of SPs increases, hence
h
the ppossibility to
o save moneey is greateer even than
n just
the average priice. Compaaring Figuree 4-9 and Figure
F
4-10,, it is clear that increaasing
S will red
duce the Intternet servicce price con
nsiderably. IIn particularr, for
the number of SPs
eachh new SP present
p
in an
n open fiberr network, the
t average price goes down by about
a
5 SE
EK per moonth and thee lowest prrice will deecrease by approximattely 7 SEK
K per
monnth. This iss in line wiith the tradditional marrket law that strongerr competitio
on is
expected to low
wer prices.
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Figu
ure 4-10: Plo
ot of Averagge Price vs. Number of ISPs via Staddsnät
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the conclusions of this thesis project, along with
discussions of the constraints during the research process and suggestions for possible
future work. Reflections with respect to social, economic, and ethical issues
associated with the project are reviewed as the end of the chapter.

5.1 Conclusions
The aim of this study was to shed light on the impacts of FTTH on aspects of
society and the economy based upon quantitative evidence. This is important because
FTTH as the next generation broadband access technology is considered a key
ingredient in the development of knowledge economies and societies. While many
studies have highlight the importance and effects of traditional broadband, little has
been written based upon quantitative evidence from the perspective of FTTH
deployment. Given the importance of filling this information gap in terms of the
substantial benefits of FTTH, two earlier identified socio-economic indicators are
examined empirically by means of multivariate regression analysis using the data
collected from 290 municipalities in Sweden.
It is evident from the statistics presented in this thesis that fiber-based access
networks have gradually replaced the copper-based access networks, and these fiberbased access networks have increasingly benefited society in recent years.
Specifically, a higher fiber penetration of 10% at workplaces and 13% at residential
places in a municipality in 2007 lead to a 0.17% improved population evolution
between 2007 and 2010. The excess of migration and birth rate account for the
majority of the population growth, respectively with a positive change of
approximately 0.12% net immigration and 0.06% birth rates in the next three years.
Regarding the current FTTH network market, the study (included 282 different
networks, both municipal and private ones) found that an open network with multiple
competing service providers has a wider range of services and especially lower prices.
Particularly, with 245.67 SEK as the base line of the monthly price for subscribing to
Internet services via fiber, every additional ISP competing in a network leads to a
reduction of around 5 SEK per month for the average service price and a decrease of
approximately 7 SEK per month for the lowest service price, except for Telia Öppen
Fiber. This result is in line with the traditional market discipline that stronger
competition is expected to lower prices. However, Telia Öppen Fiber is found not to
be influenced by the number of SPs presented in the network, although the price level
on average is slightly lower via Telia Öppenfiber Lägenhet than via Telia Öppenfiber
Villa, because the overall installation cost is lower for a lägenhet (i.e., apartment) than
for a villa (i.e., single home).
Apart from FTTH, demographic factors such as the previous trend of population
change, the proportion of foreigners, and proportion of people who commute
regularly into a municipality for work, as well as socio-economic factors such as
urbanization have effects on the population change in a municipality in Sweden since
2007. In particular, on top of the original population trend that a 10% population
increase in 1998-2007 leads to an approximately 2.45% positive growth between 2007
and 2010, with all other things equal, the degree of urbanization was found to be
significantly related to the population change of a municipality. This is reasonable
because urbanized areas are currently still attracting people (including foreigners) to
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work, commute, and reside in Sweden. Moreover, the study found that a 10% higher
population who regularly commute into a municipality in 2007 contributes to more
than 0.45% growth in population between 2007 and 2010, indicating this dynamic
group commonly tends to settle down in a municipality to which they regularly
commute. It was also noticed that in many cases a high portion of foreign citizens and
family building are interrelated, because the significant statistic result supports the
theory that immigrant groups tend to have a higher birth rate shortly after immigrated
to Sweden, with a 10% more immigrants in 2007 tending to give at least 0.19%
positive growth in births between 2008 and 2010. Part of the effects of both
in-commuting and immigrants can also be explained by the degree of urbanization, as
this may attract persons to move into a municipality to a great extent.
As to the FTTH open market, we clearly see that the competition is mainly on the
service level (i.e., competition among SPs). Nonetheless, the price is not affected only
by number of competing SPs. It was observed that competition exists also at the NP
level, yet not as intensely as among SPs. Although we observe some difference in the
price offered by various NPs, it should be noted that prices are always associated with
a diverse bundle of services in the Swedish fiber open market. That is, a lower price is
normally complemented by higher requirements on bundled services, with a longer
contract period (e.g., 12 to 18 months) and a long required notice period for
termination (e.g., 3 months). These NPs are able to offer lower price to SPs, which
will eventually pass this savings on to their subscribers because they have guaranteed
revenue from the associated bundled services. Moreover, the study found some
regional factors that suggest that service prices varies depending on the overall
development context of municipalities, the openness of the local fiber market, and
more importantly the local authorities’ initiates and involvement. Demographically,
increased dynamicity of population change in the past 10 years in a municipality was
found conducive to more favorable prices due to further competitive pressure on the
suppliers, as this group of people is considered more broadband inclined and
discerning in their choice of Internet services.
All results presented in this thesis are found statistically sound according to the
robustness tests (see the Appendix).

5.2 Future Work
In this study we are able to capture some early positive impacts of FTTH in
Sweden, particularly on population evolution, and more specifically on the benefit to
subscribers of lower service costs. Nevertheless, a number of economic impacts are
not observable yet. Part of this is due to the fact that the rapid deployment of FTTH in
recent past has not yet allowed for wide availability of data that focus on different
aspects related to the FTTH technology, which is also the main limitation of this study.
As to the telecommunication market, the available information is unfortunately a mess.
The lack of an integrated data source (e.g. price and other service details) increases
the difficulties in regards to data collection, in this study information was collected
manually from the websites of each NP, SP, and each municipality, and it requires
quite extensive work and is very time consuming to collect this data. During the study,
a database was established for data stability and security purposes, and an analysis
method (i.e. econometric regression model) for quantifying effects was developed. It
is believed a more advanced/intelligent mechanism for data collection would simplify
the data processing to a certain degree and would save a lot of time.
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This study could be extended by incorporating richer and more descriptive
variables to see if FTTH impacts many other aspects, such as policies/decisions of
authorities, location of newly created companies, etc. These aspects were not found
statistically significant at the early stage of our study due to the lack of data. It is
highly recommended to incorporate as many socio-economic effects in the analysis as
possible in order to draw a complete picture for all interested sectors, including
concerned authorities, local governments, market players, and private investors.
In addition, our findings on the price level (base line: 245.67 SEK per month) that
we obtained is coincidently found to be generally in accordance with the very latest
report published by PTS[79], which collected data in a different way, yet it supports
our results to a great extent – but gives us greater confidence in our data collection
and analysis. Nevertheless, one should be aware that some of the effects observed in
this study, especially the practical competition in the open access network and the
price of Internet service have certain provisionally, because the statistics obtained are
based on the information (e.g. price) currently available online. It is noticed that
market information such as prices of Internet services vary frequently on SPs’
websites (as the latest data for the prices have been updated 2 to 3 times during our
research). Although the price changes could be in the order of 10 to 20 SEK
magnitudes, they occur seldom enough to change anything significantly; especially
the regression results have never been changed. Nevertheless it would be interesting
to take this into consideration in a further study, to figure out whether these changes in
prices are due to changes in marketing strategies based upon the current market and
economic situation, or if these changes in prices are due only to periodically price
adjustments for all SPs, thereby enhancing the current econometric model for a more
comprehensive analysis.
Furthermore, the competition in the open access fiber network is measured in this
study in terms of the number of competing SPs for the 10/10Mbps Internet service,
NPs operating different fiber networks, and regional dependent factors. The study
draws a clear picture of the main influential factors; however, it is not a complete
picture of the competition, as some variance still remains unexplained. We noticed
from the study that besides lowering prices, networks with more SPs seemed also
leading to increased service differentiation (e.g., 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 1Gbps, 10 Gbps,
Triple-play, etc.), however, we were not able to investigate in more detail and will
leave for future work. Prices of a specific operator (e.g., Broadband2, Bahnhof, etc.)
when plotted as a function of the number of competitors they have would also be
interesting to explain the competition and change in price from another angle. Last but
not least, what other external factors influence the Internet service price (e.g.,
construction costs for fiber infrastructure, local socio-economic situation and hence
market size as well as price elasticity, other potential strategic and commercial factors)
and current pricing mechanism from SPs’ internal perspective (e.g., aggressive pricing)
are worth further studies, as SPs could therefore create corresponding pricing
strategies with more structure and greater service differentiation.

5.3 Required Reflections
This study acts as a starting point for assessing the macroeconomic impact of
fiber-based access technologies (i.e. FTTH) on social development and economic
growth. We have identified the main benefits of having FTTH, their beneficiaries, and
the mutual interactions among them. The positive analysis results indicate a great
potential for FTTH, which specifically, may significantly benefit smaller
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municipalities in terms of improved population evolution (less people are forced to
move away), as well as benefit consumers by decreasing the cost of Internet service
but with better QoS and this may stimulate consumption and hence economic growth.
For instance, to give an idea of the magnitude of savings that open access on full
competition leads to, a closed network changing to full openness to attract many
service providers (e.g., from 1 SP to 11 SPs), would lead to a lower prices of
50 SEK/month at the lowest price and 70 SEK/month as an average price, meaning
one could potentially induce 600 to 840 SEK/year in savings per end user. Making a
very rough calculation, assuming 15% out of 4 million households who do not
currently have access to an open network[80] would have access to a fully competing
open network, this might lead to an approximately 500 million SEK/year in savings.
The substantial benefits of having FTTH suggest that there is a need for local
authorities and investors to take these benefits into consideration, since the promotion
and adoption of such ICT advancement will both benefit them and eventually benefit
the whole society via development and economic growth.
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Ap
ppendix A – Robustness T
Test
A-I. Noormality Test
In a regresssion model, residuals need to beehave “norm
mal” in ordeer to ensuree the
valiidity of all tests
t
(e.g., p-,
p t- and F
F-test). Heree residuals are the diffference betw
ween
the observed values
v
and the
t predicteed values. The
T figure shown beloow will hellp us
checck for norm
mality in th
he residualls. It seemss that the residuals
r
foollow a norrmal
distrribution in general.
g

The abovve standard
dized norm
mal probability plot (pnorm)
(
chhecks for nonn
mality in the
t middle range of residuals, and indicattes that thee residualss are
norm
norm
mally distribbuted since they lie aroound the no
ormality linee.
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A-II. Multicolli
M
inearity T
Test
It is impoortant for our
o multiplle regressio
on model that indepenndent variaables
shouuld not be a linear funcction of eacch other. Heence a Variaance Inflatioon Factor (V
VIF)
test is performeed:

VIF test reesult suggessts no multiicollinearity
y among insstrumental vvariables th
hat is
usedd in our reggression of price
p
model , as the VIF
F value is within the accceptable ran
nge.

A-III. Heterosk
H
kedasticitty Test
There are plenty of ways to teest Heterosskedasticity in Econom
metrics. Heere a
grapphical methhod was cho
osen in orderr to detect it intuitively
y.
Homoskeddasticity meeans that thee variance iss constant over
o
the rang
nge of values for
all tthe explanaatory variables, otherw
wise heterosk
kedasticity exists. To eexam if there is
any alarming pattern in our modell, a visual inspection
n of residuuals againstt the
preddicted valuee of the estim
mated modeel is plotted
d as shown below:
b

We do not see a specific pattern
p
of th
the scattered
d residuals, suggestingg that we do
o not
have any issuess of heteroskedasticity..
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